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Lecture reveals
media tricks

by Regina Brzek

Dr. Wilson Bryan K ey,
author o f several books on
media manipulation, related an
accidental discovery he and
some friends made in a Howard
Johnson Restaurant in San
Fransisco, C A . “All four o f us
had ordered the clam plate
special. Suddenly I thought to
myself, ‘What am I doing, I
loath clams!’ ” K ey and his
friends looked about for factors
which would have prompted
them to order the special and
discovered the clam plates
advertised on their placemats.
W h at th e y e v e n tu a lly
discovered were eight human
figures and a donkey engaged
in a sexual orgy that was
masked in thepainted picture
of the clams. These placemats
were distributed to thousands
of Howard Johnson Restuarants across the country over a
period of five years.
T h e audience o f 4 2 0
responded with exclamations
of awe and amazement as K ey
pointed out subtle subliminal
details cleverly inserted in
common ads displayed across
the country. K ey explained
that such hidden pictorial and

w o rd m essages are not
consciously perceived, but are
instantly registered in the
su b con sciou s m ind. T h e
lecture, entitled Subliminal
Seduction and sponsored by the
Council on International and
National Affairs/CIN A, took
lace Tuesday night in the
tudent Center Ballrooms. It
featured a slide presentation
which displayed several such
ads.
According to K ey, adverti
sements for alcohol, tobacco,
and drugs often appeal to the
“ d e a th w i s h ’ ’ o f th e
subconscious. “People will
buy these products knowing
well that they are leading
th e m s e lv e s to a s lo w
destruction,” K ey said. He
showed an advertisement for
Johnny Walker Red which
consisted o f a glass filled only
with ice cubes. “One would
think that some scotch would
be in the glass, or even a little
lipstick mark on the rim o f the
glass to suggest what it might
be used for.” Instead, K ey
revealed a picture laced with
clear cut horror images, which
are co m m o n ly seen b y
alcoholics in nightmares while
undergoing withdraw!. Some

of the images included were,
skulls, cobras, distorted faces, a
castrated penis, and a raven—a
popular archetype o f death.
K ey, a former professor at
N o rth W e s te rn O n ta rio
University, is the author of
th re e b o o k s - - S u b l i m i n a l
Seduction, Sexploitation, and
most recently, Clamplate Orgy,
named in honor o f the Howard
Johnson incident.
K e y and his stud en ts
stumbled upon subliminal
seduction w h ile stu d yin g
v a r io u s a d v e r t is e m e n t s .
“There is more known about
purchasing behavior than any
other sort o f psychological
behavior,” K ey said. He added
that $50 billion a year is being
spent on advertisements. “ If
you are an artist who can turn
out this stuff, you can name
your price,” he said.
“I’ve been called names for
my practices, but no one has
ever come forth and disproved
me,” K ey said. He appeared on
The Tom Snyder Snow where
18 people involved with such
advertisements were invited to
appear. “Do you believe that
all 18 people happened to be
out o f tow n that week?” K ey
said after the lecture that these

Dr. Wilson Bryan Key, noted author on media manipulation,
lecturing on subliminal seduction.
artists have adm itted to
planting subliminal messages in
their ads.
“When people are asked if
ads affect them, they will
unanimously agree that they
don’t, that only idiots pay
attention to com m ercials,
billboards, and the like,” he
said. “Well, w e don’t pay

attention to them consciously,
but the average person sees 165
ads a day, and chances are that
not even tw o percent o f those
ads will be remembered. Yet,
for some reason, businesses
will spend $50 billion this year
on th e s e p ic t u r e s and
commercials that nobody is
going to notice.”

AFT wins vote; talks resume
by M aryAnn D'Urso
The American Federation of
Teachers/AFT won the right
to act as the co llective
bargaining agent for MSC
faculty during a tw o day
voting session, and resumed
negotiations with the state on
Nov. 25.
1 he A F T had been
representing the faculty when
the NJ Education Association /
NJEA challenged them by
having faculty sign thesupport
cards necessary to put the
question to a vote.
E lig ib le f a c u lt y and
n o n teach in g p ro fe ssio n a ls

voted on Nov. 19 and 20 to
determine who would continue
contract negotiations for them
with the state.
The A E T received 1,383
votes to the N JEA’s 1,092,
while 86 voted to have no
bargaining agent at all.
Marco Lacatcna, president
o f the state college unit o f the
A F T , said, “ I think the vote is
fairly favorable toward the
A FT . The NJEA got about as
many votes as they had cards,
so I don’t think they were able
to change people’s minds. 1
think the elections reflected a
clear rejection o f the NJEA

organization.”
John Sobecki, an NJEA
organizer at MSC, said, “Out
o f 3 ,2 0 0 eligible votin g
members, 2,500 voted. I rhint:
the apathy really hurt us.
We’ve made definite inroads
into this and other campuses.”
“ I think Sobecki and the
NJEA arc users trying to split
the people in the unit and have
them fight against each other,”
Eacatena said.
“ W e h ave rece ived a
significant amount o f interest
in forming the NJ state college
faculty association and the NJ
state college professional staff

association in affiliation with
the NJEA,” Sobecki said.
“A significant majority of
the professional staff voted in
favor o f the association. I think
this is because the association
does not simply concern itself
with bargaining, but also as
serving as a professional
association w h ich w o u ld
p r o v id e w o rk s h o p s and
seminars,” he added.
“Obviously our objective is
to be the bargaining agent in
two years,” Sobecki said.
Eacatena said some o f the
objectives the AET has for the
spring are cost o f living

increases, pay
increments,
opening up the promotion
system, and maintaining job
security.
Eacatena said he anticipated
tough negotiations because o f
the difficult economic climate
o f the country. He said, “The
union would fight like hell to
reach negotiation settlements."
He continued, “Employers
are always crying poor mouth.
Public employers are different
than most because they are
involved in the area o f taxes
and the voters can move to
reduce those services.”
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Rutgers
releases
geese
(NEW BRU N SW ICK, \ J)~
1 w o g ccsc at R u tg e rs
University were released front
the hospital in rime to spend
T h an k sg ivin g w ith th eir
friends at Lake Ccsa and Lake
Sylva on campus. Both had
been shot by bow and arrow on
Nov. 7, G w yn Jones, editorinchief of the Signal, Rutgers’
student newspaper, reported.
One goose had been shot
through the neck and the other
in the wing. They were spotted
by the campus police, who
quickly called the Animal
Control from Kwing Town
ship, Jr.ncs said. They were
brougl to the Stony Brook
Animal Hospital w here they
were treated and released a
week later, she explained.
“ They don’t know who did
it," Jones said. A ear that was
spotted leaving the scene o f the
shootings on Nov. 7 has been
traced to a nonstudent. I he
case was turned over to the NJ

}(&w m

department o f fish and game,
she explained.
“ Those suckers weren’t easy
to catch,” one of the patrolmen
said, referring to the chase the
geese led them on before they
were captured.
“We've never had a goose
c e n s u s , b u t ,10 0 is a
conservative estimate,” Jones
said, referring to the number of
geese inhabiting the two
campus lakes all year long.
“ We’re glad these tw o are
O K ,” she added.

Reagan
threat
probed
(M A S S A C H U S E T T S )- A
joke advertisement seeking
v o lu n te e rs to assassinate
P r e s i d e n t - e le c t R o n a ld
R e a g a n , m ay lan d som e
University o f Massachusetts/
Amherst students in trouble.
The ad was placed in the
student newspaper the Daily
Collegian, before the election. It
noted that a hit squad was
being formed, with Reagan as
ijs ta r g e t, and s o u g h t
volun teers. T he ad was

i

n

)

®

originally signed “J[. Carter,”
but the newspaper in keeping
with its policy o f not running
last names in classified ads
deleted the signature.
“ T h e p e o p le in o u r
business office aid that,” Daily
Collegian news editor Richard
Nagle said. T hey are the only
ones who go over the ads.”
Without the signature, the
ad’s humorous intention was
less obvious, Nagle admits. It
was taken seriously enough
that the secret service and an
assistant U S atto rn ey in
Springfield, M A investigated
the ad and its origins. That
in v e stig a tio n in clu d ed a
subpoena o f Daily Collegian
advertising records, according
to an Associated Press account.

Rutgers
fees
raised
(N E W A R K )— Student fees
have been raised from $87.50
to $ 9 2 . 5 0 at R u tg e r s
University’s Newark campus,
the Observer, the student
newspaper reported.
“ I ne student senate needs
more money to allocate to
student organizations,’’John
Eatteross, editor-in-chief o f the

t
Observer, said. Each year there
is a gap o f approximately
$20,000 between what the
SG A needs and what the Board
o f G o v e r n o r s in N ew
B runsw ick gives out he
explained.

encounter dealing with math. It
will “rake the barrier o f math
away from those who feel it
keeps them away from their
goals,” the Beacon, W P C ’s
student newspaper, reported.

“There has been a jump in
the number of organizations
on campus,” Fatteross said.
“And, like everything else,
things cost more and more to
run,

Math anxiety has been an
increasingly serious problem,
especially in high school.
Research has shown that the
hardest hit are women and
minorities, but all students arc
entering college without
adequate math background ,
D r. M a ry a n n H a stin g s,
associate professor o f math at
WPG, told the Beacon.

“ There has been a jump in the
number o f organizations on
campus,” Fatteross said, “and,
like everything else, things cost
more and more to run.”
There are approximately
4,000 students at the Newark
campus, Fatteross said. A $5
increase in student fees means
an additional $ 2 0 ,0 0 0 —enough
to close the gap, Eatteross said.

Math
anxiety
targeted
(W AYN E, N J )William
Paterson College W PC will
offer a new course designed to
case the anxiety students

“Math A nxiety” will be a
one credit course offered in the
spring, that will meet for seven
two-hour sessions and will lie
taught by a math teacher and a
counselor, Daria Hoffman,
editor-in-chief of the Beacon,
reported.
Hastings, who will teach the
course with Dr. Lee Hummel,
a s s o c ia te p r o f e s s o r o f
education, said the best paid
groups in society are the
groups that have a good math
b a c k g r o u n d , H o ffm a n
reported.
Courtesy .4 1’ wire services. AYws
S'otes compiled by Janet (lough.

THE MONTCLAPJON
is n o w seeking n e w m e m b e rs fo r o u r sraff
ro fill rh e positions o f

BUSINESS M ANAGER
ADVERTISING
TYPISTS
GRAPHIC AIDS
fo r rh e spring sem ester
PLEASE APPLY IN THE MONTCLARION OFFICE
on rhe fo u rth flo o r o f rhe Srudenr Cenrer
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Affirmative action
falls short of goals
by Victoria Sottile
Despite the availability o f six
new positions, Affirm ative
Action has not succeeded in
fulfilling its 1980-81 projected
minority and woman faculty
hiring goals.
An interim report from the
Affirm ative Action Office,
shows that o f 28 new faculty
ositions filled, only tw o have
een filled by minorities and 10
by woman. The remaning
positions w ere filled by
Caucasian men.

E

10 percent minority
Presently, o f 480 fulltime
faculty members, 90 percent
are Caucasian, four percent are
B lack, fiv e p ercen t are
Asian/Pacific Islanders, and
one percent are Hispanic.
Women comprise 33 percent of
M SC ’s faculty.
The projected hiring goals
for 1980-81 were for 12 white
faculty and a total of 10
minority faculty, including
B la c k s , H is p a n ic s , and
Asian/Pacific Islanders. In all,
Affirm ative Action hoped to
have 13 women faculty hired.
A ffirm a tiv e A c tio n , a

fed erally funded program
established in January 1973, is
designed to provide equal
opportunity employment to
previously excluded minorities
and women, according to
A n ita W a lte rs , p ro g ram
director at MSC. Walters said
the reason for failing to meet
rojected minority and women
i r i n g g o a ls m a y be
m isin te rp re ta tio n o f the
program’s intents and biases by
those in hiring positions. She
said the program does not exist
to fill quotas, but rather to
address past inequities that
minorities and woman have
been subject to.
“ People look at Affirm ative
Action as a w ay o f giving
preferences to minorities and
w o m e n , r e g a r d le s s o f
qualifications. It’s deragatory
to see all minority candidates as
unequal and all majority
can d id ates as q u a lifie d / ’
Walters said.
The program advertises
broadly in traditional and
nontraditional
publications,
and works with agencies
s e rv in g th e in terests o f
minorities. However, despite
the availability o f 28 faculty
openings, rather than thi

anticipated 22, Affirm ative
Action failed to meet its
projected faculty hiring goals
as far as women and minorities
are concerned.
Walters feels that although
communication with those in
hiring positions has improved,
its still very difficult erradícate
biases in hiring.

25 female profs
“ Women at M SC have been
represented in fair numbers,
although poorly represented in
higher ranks. OF 108 full
p ro fe s s o rs , o n ly 25 are
women,” Walters said.
Walters said that women are
usually brought in at lower
ranks than men and have to
climb the promotional ladder
which is a very intricate and
lenghty process.
“We would like to remove
the preference factor and
employ equal opportunity
employment principles.
It
would be unfair to paint
everybody with the same
brush. Although we have
established and sensitized those
in hiring positions, w e are not
changing the profile,” Walters
said.

U-G-L-Y' you ain't got no alibi you're ugly...' Dr. Terry D. Schon the
winner of the APO ugly professor contest on campus,
proudly shows his winning form for the camera.

Yearbook changes applauded
by M indy Goldstein and
Naedine Hazell
I'he return to traditional
yearbook photography and the
inclusion o f articles in the 1980
yearbook, La Campanahas been
applauded by the yearbook
staff and other students.
“ I was pleased with the book
because it was appreciated.
Everyone thought it was a
success, more than I even
figured that they would,” Bob
C li f f o r d , e d ito r o f th e
yearbook, said.
La Campana came under
C lifford’s supervision
last
February when the former
editor, Carry Morgan, left.
“There were fewer errors
than I expected, considering
that we did 90 percent of the
work in three months. The

Editors cite articles and more tradit
ional photography as improvements
former editor resigned in
February, and 1 had to do all
the editorial work, which was
something I had never been
taught. So by the time we got
all that worked out, we had to
do the actual job o f selecting
the photographs and copy and
then do the actual laying out of
the book,” Clifford said.
There are several differences
between La Campana and the
1979 yearbook, Ithuriel. La
Campana includes articles,
which the 1979 yearbook did
not. It also contains more
traditional photos o f campus

life as compared to the abstract,
b lu rred p h o to g ra p h y o f
Ithuriel.
Larry Yanclla, a speech and
theater major, said, “T he 1980
yearbook is more coherent,
whereas the 1979 yearbook is
more like someone’s personal
photograph album. Tne 1980
yearbook has descriptions of
the pictures so that you know
what you ’re looking at. The
1979 yearbook was basically
p ic t u r e s w it h n o re a l
description.”
A c c o r d in g to P am ela
Smaridge, La Camp ana's 1980

c o p y e d it o r , th e 1 9 8 0
yearbook is better because
“There is a much larger staff,”
and more articles on the
campus. Smaridge said the
increased staff was due to a
v e r y g o o d resp o n se by
students to La Campana’s
“staff wanted” ads in The
Montclarion. C liffo r d ,
however, would like some
more photographers, “W e’re
still looking for photographers
who are willing to put in a lot
of time shooting for us.”
Organization was another
strong point of the 1980

yearbook. “There was a total
lack of organization in the
1979 yearbook,” Smaridge
said. Carla DiSarno, a speech
and theater major, said, “ I
think the 1980 yearbook is
much more organized. Last
y e a r ’ s y e a r b o o k lac k e d
continuity.”
Clifford said, “ I'm still
looking for input on this year’s
book, on what people would
like to see in the future. M y
own plans are to add more
variety to the ’81 book. I want
to add more captions, and play
around with the layout of the
book, and I don’t want to
repeat, or carbon copy, last
year s book. On the other
hand, I’m not planning on
changing the name again,” he
said with a laugh.

Huegel named new editor-in-chief
Paul Huegel, a sophomore
English major, was elected
e d i t o r - i n - c h i e f o f The
Montclarion during the annual
elections Monday night.
Currently the sports editor,
Huegel has served as a staff
writer and photographer, and
as sp o rts e d ito r o f the
yearbook.
Also on the editorial policy
board is Nora DePalma, a

jun ior E nglish m ajor, as
managing editor; and Chris
Carroll, a finance major as
editorial page editor. Page
editors are M ary Ann D ’U rso ,
a sophomore English major as
news editor; and Regina Brzek,
a sophomore English major as
feature editor. Liz Crann, a
senior English major is the
chief copy editor; and Naedine
Hazell, senior English and

political science major is editorin-chief o f The Magazine.

help bring The Montclarion its
seventh All-American rating”

Huegel, a member o f the
MSC soccer team, said “ I don’t
forsee any drastic changes in
the newspaper. O f course,
improvements can be made.
“ I hopeto keep up the first class
s ta n d a rd s th a t p re v io u s
editors—especially Naedine—
have established and possibly

The young staff encourages
interested students to join the
paper. D’Urso said “W e’re
really looking forward to
having new writers join the
staff. There are many aspects to
p u ttin g The Mont clarion
together and w e .hope that a lot
o f students w ill become
involved.”

“ I can only hope that next
year’s staff enjoys working on
the paper as much as I have,”
Hazell said.
The new editors will take
office on Jan. 1, 1981. Still
unfilled are the positions of
photography editor, sports
e d it o r , t r e a s u r e r , and
assignment editor.

4. The iVlontclarion Thur., Dec. 4, 1980.

Campus police report

Student said to disrupt class
by Chris Carroll
A n M SC student allegedly
disrupted a class in Partridge
Hall on Nov. 12. A faculty
m em ber in th e E n g , ; sr.
department reported that the
student harrassed and annoyed
female members o f her class,
and has been known to follow
them after class. The instructor
also stated that many students
are reluctant to come to class
because o f the actions o f the
student. It was also reported
that many females now have
friends or members o f their
family escort them to and from
the class. According to the
report, an incident involving
the student must be documen
ted before any action can be
taken. The case is under
investigation by Sgr. Charles
Giblin.
A r e p o r t o f d e fia n t
tresp a ssin g and crim in a l
mischief in the Carrino landf i 11
area was filed on Nov. 17.
According to the report, an
unidentified person broke a
window on a construction
vehicle, attempted to remove
the gas cap, and stole a no
trespassing sign.

the all female dormitory, stated
that a number o f males entered
th e d o r m it o r y w ith o u t
checking in at the front desk.
T hey reportedly ran through

Officer Debra Newcombe
and Sgt. Charles Paige were
dispatched to Webster Hall on
a report ot trespassing on Nov.
24. Ron Campbell, director o f

the d o rm ito ry th ro w in g
powder, shaving cream, and
shampoos over the walls,
flo o r s , and r e s id e n ts .
According to the report, the

Auditorium van

Unknown persons spraypainted graffiti on the front doors and the sidewall of Memorial
Auditorium as well as the sidewalk in front of the building over Thanksgiving vacation.

incident was turned over to the
housing department with a list
o f the names o f the males
involved. According to the
housing department, these
males will be billed $2 for the
damages.
While on routine patrol of
Lot 3, Sgt. John Johnston
observed a male carrying a
bicycle on -Normal Ave.
Johnston approached the male,
who then stated that he had
fallen from his bike while
riding on Normal Ave. The
male was bleeding from his
hands, his right ear, and his
forehead. Tne victim was
transported to campus police
h e a d q u a rte rs w h e re th e
Montclair police department
was called to transport him to
Mountainside Hospital.
Four stolen car reports were
file d in cam p u s p o lic e
headquarters between Nov. 13
and 21. Three o f the cars were
stolen from Lot 12 and the
fourth car was stolen from the
station 50 parking lot on
C love Rd. The value o f the
stolen cars ranged from $ 1,550
to $6,000. A ll o f the cases are
under investigation by the
campus police.

Basic ROTC courses proposed
by M ike Davino
Officers from the L'S Arm y
RO LC Instructor C roup at
Seton Hall University SHL'
submitted a proposal to the
MSC All College Curriculum
C om m ittee to add basic
military science courses to
M SC ’s curriculum.
If the proposal is approved,
M SC students will be able take
these courses at M SC tuition
rates, and grades received by
the students w ill count toward
the students’ grade point
averages. Under the present
cross enrollment agreement
with SHU.this is nor possible.
The next step in the
approval process is an open
forum on the proposal to be
held Fri., Dec. 12 at 3 pm in
Rm. W -12 0 in the Math/
Science Building.
Arm y personnel may be
assigned here on a permanent
basis in the future if student
interest is high enough.
Capt. John T . Mvlnarski,
assistant professor o f military
science at SH U, said he and 1 -f.
Col. Samuel Wilson, professor
of military science at SHU,
made the presentation on Nov.
7. The courses proposed
include “ Introduction to the
US Arm y and RO TC” and
“ Map Reading and Land
Navigation,” he said.
Dr. Irwin H. C aw ley, vice
president for academic affairs,
said
the forum will be
to let the college community
have some input before the
committee makes its decision.
The deans o f the five schools,
faculty and student representa
tives from each school, the
chairman o f the AcademicAffairs Council, and represen
tatives from the faculty senate.

the S G A , and the library make
up the committee, C aw ley
said. “ Board o f trustees
approval is not required,
because it is not a new
program. A
full RO 1C
p ro g ra m w o u ld re q u ire
approval by the trustees," he
said.
“T w o years down the road,
if student interest warrants it,
and contingent upon college
approval, M SC may heeomcan
extension center. One officer
and one noncommissioned

officer would be assigned to
M SC ,” Mvlnarski said. “ We
receive a high quality cadet
from MSC'. In fact, two o f our
last four cadet commanders
have com e from MSC',
including our present one," liesaid.
The comments from the
committee afxiur the proposal
were more positive than
negative, C aw ley said. “ If the
proposal is approved, it w ould
rake effect during the next

.,v.wi..mw- year at the earliest,
C aw lcv said.
“ We currently have 12
cadets from M SC in our
program. Next semester we
plan to recruit students for our
two year program. Under this
p ro g ra m , fre sh m e n and
sophomores who haven’t had
the opportunity to take the
basic courses du rin g the
academic year can attend a six
week training session at Ft.
Knox, KY if heorshcqualifics.
The student is paid about S400

and receives six academic
credits toward graduation from
MSC'. I he student incurs no
obligation to the army by
attending the training session,”
Mvlnarski said. If the student
decides to enter the advanced
p o rtio n o f th e R O T C
program, and he or she
qualifies, the student would
have to attend classes one
afternoon a week at SHU and
attend six weeks o f advanced
training at Ft. Bragg, NC to be
commissioned, he added.

Prof dies of heart attack
John J. MacDonald, 48,
a s s is ta n t p r o fe s s o r o f
accounting at MSC, died Nov.
24 after suffering a massive
heart attack during class.
MacDonald was giving an
exam at 7 pm in his
Intermediate Accounting I
class when the attack occured.
Despite efforts by students to
revive him by cardiopulmo
nary resusitation/CPR, he was
pronounced dead in the
emergency room ofM ountainsidede Hospital in Glen Ridge,
according to Sgt. Charles Paige
of M SC campus police.
Mourning students
and
friends of MacDonald spoke
very highly o f him. Diane
Kerestes, a senior accounting
major, said she had lost the
professor she was closest to on
campus.
“He was a good friend to me.
He u n derstood pressures
students are undergoing and he
always had time to talk to us
about our problems "she said.

Francis Cahill, chairman of
the accounting department said
he becam e frien d s w ith
MacDonald last year after
Cahill joined the faculty.
“I saw the great rapport he
had with his students. There
was always a long line of
students outside his door
during the office hours. The
rimary thrust o f his life was
is students and his teaching.”
M a c D o n a ld s e rv e d as
advisor for the co-ed business
fraternity on campus, Alpha
Kappa Psi/AKP.
M ary Ann DeFiore and
Linda Lamonica, both junior
management majors, and active
members o f A K P said that the
fraternity donated $ 10 0 in
MacDonald’s name to the
Heart Fund.
MacDonald, a resident of
M ou n tain L ak es, tau g h t
a c c o u n tin g at F o rd h a m
University in New York C ity,
before coming to M SC three
years ago. He served as first Lt.

in the A ir Force during the
Korean War. He was a member
of Knights o f Columbus
Council No. 1147 and was
affiliated with the American
Institute o f Certified Public
Accountatns, the American
Accounting Association and
the National Association of
Accountants.
Funeral services were held
Nov. 26 from the Mackey

Funeral Home in Boonton
with a mass held at St.
Catherine o f Siena Church in
Mountain Lakes.
MacDonald is survivied by
his wife, the former Joan Clark;
tw o daughters at home,
Colleen and Mary; four sons at
home, Glenn, Robert, Kevin,
and James; and one Ison, John
Jr. living in the Bronx NY.

Freshman killed
Beverly Anne Mason, 18, a
freshm an at M S C , died
Thursday as a result o f injuries
sustained in a car accident.
The Bohn Hall resident,
born in Rockledge, FL, was a
graduate o f Voorgees High
School in High Bridge. She is
survived by her parents,
Charles and Carole Mason; a
brother Charles Jr., at home;

grandparents, James
tandaternal
. Mason o f K ey Largo, FL,
Charlene Caskins of
Cocoa, P'L; maternal grandpa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. J.M .
Sewell o f Rockledge, FL, and a
paternal great-grandmother,
Mattie Mason of Chattanooga,
TN.
Arrangements were made by
Naughright-Bright
Funeral
Home in High Bridge.
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Bill m ay put students on board
T h e S en ate E ducation
Committe postponed a vote
Monday on Senate Bill 660, the
controversial bill that would
pur tw o v o tin g stud en t
representatives on the boards
o f trustess of the eight state
colleges.
A t M onday’s special session

of the committee, Brian Cige,
S G A president, and Ken
Brown, student representative
to the trustees, argued in
support o f the bill. President
Dr. David W.D. Dickson
opposed the bill saying it
would pave the way for special
interest groups to influence the

board.
The bill, which has been
presented to the senate in at
least five different forms in the
past 10 years, has been
publically opposed by only
one member o f the committee,
Sen. John H. Ewing (RPeapack-Gladstone). O f the

other
four members—Sen.
Frank J. Dodd (D-West
Orange), Sen. Wayne Dumont
Jr. (R -P h illip sb u rg ), Sen.
M a tth e w F e ld m a n (D Teaneck), and Sen. Laurence
S. Weiss (D-West Orange)—
Dumont and Dodd have gone
on record as being in favor o f

Einstein for everyone
topic of speaker's lecture
by Mindy Goldstein
“ I tell students your brain
will be warped and bent in new
w ays,” Robert N. Zitter
described his opening remarks
on the first dav o f class in his
c o u rse , “ E v e ry b o d y ’ s
Einstein.”

photo by Stan G odlew ski

Zitter has been teaching
“ E verybody’s Einstein
for
seven years at Southern Illinois
University. Zitter said “T hf
course is interdisciplinary am
is taken by students of all
majors. It is a course in pure
Einstein, but a student doesn’t
need a math or physics
background to take it.’

Dr. Robert M. Zitter, a professor at the University of Southern
Illinois, presents a lecture on the intriguing theories of Albert
Einstein.

Zitter, who holds a PhD in
Physics from the University o f
Chicago, lectured before an
audience o f 30 people in the
Student Center Ballroom B on
Tuesday. Many o f them were,
fa c u lty . Z itte r discussed
Einstein’s publication of his
first relativity papers in 1905,
the publication o f the famous E
equals Me squared equation, in
1909, and a 19 19 experiment
by another scientist, which was
related to Einstein’s studies.
Sitting on a folding table,

Z itter said that by the
p u b licatio n o f tbe first
re la tiv ity papers Einstein
introduced the idea that the
speed of light is absolute. Zitter
also talked about the second
law introduced in Einstein’s
1 0 0 5 p a p e r--th e law o f
observers in uniform motion.
T o illustrate the law, Zitter
made the analogy of tw o short
men looking <n each other
through a giant magnifying
glass—each would see the other
taller than himself.
Zitter mentioned Einstein s
F, equals Me squared but did
not discuss it in much detail,
except to say that this was the
equation responsible for the
explosion of the first nuclear
bomb.
Zitter
talked o f Sir
Arthur Eu^.ngton’s discovery
in 1919 that light travels in a
curved path around the sun.
Zitter said that he delivered
the lecture “ E v e ry b o d y ’s
Einstein” at a few colleges in
the Midwest. He said he was at
•M SC because of his friendship
with Dr. Arveh Blumberg of
the finance department.

SGA News

SGA discusses corporation bill
by Phillip V. Karaii
In an unusually short S G A
meeting Wednesday night,
Brian Cige, S G A president
addressed the legislature on NJ
a t t o r n e y g e n e ra l J o h n
Degnan’s oponion dealing
with corporations on state
college campuses, and tw o bills

w e r e p a s s e d w i t h no
opposition.
The meeting, the first held in
tw o weeks, and one of the
quickest this year held few
surprises. Cige announced that
Robert A. Fagella, deputy
attorney general, will be on
campus today to assess the
in d e p e n d e n t n o n p r o fit

organizations on campus.
Fagella has not pushed the
question concerning the S G A ,
w h ic h is in c o r p o r a t e d .
Degnan’s op inion would make
it illegal to operate such
corporations. “We hope to feel
better about our situation after
we speak to him during his
visit, and after his report has

Aid for P O W / MIA 's children
by Am y Rosamilia
Children of Prisoners of
W a r / P O W , o r p e rs o n s
Missing in A ction/M lA , are
eligible to receive full tuition
benefits from the NJ Student
Assistance Board.
The POW or MIA must
have been a resident of NJ
when he entered the armed
services, or have an official

residence in NJ.
T he children o f these
servicemen must have been
born before or during the time
their father was considered a
POW or M IA. The father
must have been declared either
of these after Jan. 1, 1960.
Albert Rago, a program
officer for the department o f
higher education, who is in

charge o f the PO W -M IA
Dependents Program, explain
ed the program’s funding.
“The majority o f the money
c o m e s fro m th e T A G
Program, the rest from other
student aids sponsored by the
state.” He continued, “ I can’t
tell you how much wereceived
for the program, but it is in the
millions o f dollars.”

been followed,” Cige said,
a d d in g , “ W e a re v e r y
optimistic.”
The tw o bills that passed
were charters for Kappa Sigma
Rho, a sorority on campus, and
the speech and hearing club,
w ith a p p r o x im a te ly 5 0
members. Both bills passed
unanimously, and all other bills
were placed in committee.
C ig e ap p o in ted C ra ig
Stutgart as student representa
tive to the administration for
th e 7 5 t h a n n iv e r s a r y
celebration s cheduled for 198 3.
S tu tg a rt, a so p h o m o re
legislator, is expected to
graduate that year.
The S G A announced that on
Wed., Dec. 10, at 3:00 pm, the
S G A holiday party will be held
in th e S tu d e n t C e n te r
Ballrooms. A ll students are
welcome to attend.

the bill.
The bill, aurthored by
Assm. Byron M. Baer (DBergen), would enable tw o
students to become voting
members on the boards of
trustees at the state colleges. In
order to insure at least one
experienced student on the
trustees at all times, the student
b o d y w o u ld e le c t o n e
representative to serve a one
year term and another to serve
a tw o year term.
In its present form, the bill
would not allow student
representatives to have a say in
personnel matters, such as
faculty tenure, promotion, or
reappointment.
Speaking in favor o f the bill,
Cige said, “There is a great deal
of inconsistency in the state
concerning student representa
tion. Some colleges have
student representatives while
others don’t. This bill would
bring aobut some consistency
in the colleges.”
Dickson argued, “For the
past ten years we have had a
student representative to the
board at MSC and things have
been fine. If we allow students
to become voting members we
would next allow faculty to do
the same. These special interest
group students would want all
their needs and concerns filled
w h ile d isre g a rd in g o th er
issues.” Dickson feels the
trustees and the Council o f
S ta te C o lle g e s are both
opposed to the bill.
Brown said, “Right now, the
trustees arc operating with
only seven members instead of
the usual nine. If tw o students
are allowed to vote they would
make up about two-thirds of
the total vote. I think that s
why the trustees areopposed to
the idea.”
Cige said, "I don't believe
students would vote for a
single issue candidate. The
students can add important
input to these meetings and
decisions.”
Dickson, speaking on behalf
o f the trustees said, “We would
like to see tw o changes in the
bill before it is passed. We
would like the bill to affect all
colleges in the state. We are also
opposed to the method of
selection o f these student
representatives.
A ll
board
members are elected by the
board of higher education. We
would like the students to be
elected in the same manner.”
Dickson continued, “We do
not like the bill at all. If it must
pass, I hope it is with these
changes. Ir the bill passes as it
now stands, we will unhappily
put up with it.”
The committee will vote on
the bill d ue., Jan. 6, 1981. If
passed by the committee, it will
go on to G ov. Brendan Byrne.
Brown said, “What we have to
be concerned with is if Bvrne
will sign or veto the bill. If he
does veto it the chances o f it
becoming law are slim."
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Consumer Corner

Let the buyer beware—or else
by Lori M cDonough
In times o f rising prices and
sta g n a n t s a la rie s , e v e r y
consumer wishes he could
stumble upon a huge sum of
money without earning it, like
an inheritance.
C on artists have recently
discovered a new way to “put
one over on the consumer.’'
They set themselves up as
c o r p o r a t io n s an d sen d
documents jhat appear to be
perfectly legal to consumers
whose names they pick out o f a
telephone directory. They are
told that they might have a
possible claim to someone’s
estate, but they must send S5
fo r th e c o r p o r a tio n to
investigate further.
U n fo r tu n a te ly , m any
consumers are gullible enough

W IT H

T H IS

to fall for this trick. Those
posing as corporations ask for
more money because the
chances o f becoming a possible
heir are looking better and
better. Once the consumer
pays about $200, he receives a
letter saying the claim was
negative and that the money
used to investigate it will not be
refunded.
This process is known as
“the long lost heir game.” If is
one o f the many frauds and
deceptions going on in the
marketplace.
There is a fine line between
fraud and deception. Fraud is
an illegal attempt to deceive the
consumer while deception is
more ambiguous. Deception
may or may not be fraudulent.

Misleading silence is an
example o f deception. “Feel
Tired—Take G eritol” implies
a cure for fatigue when this is
not necessarily frue. There is
also deception in packaging.
Products such as lipstick
sometimes have false bottoms
that make the product look
bigger than it actually is.
M a g a z in e s u b s c r ip tio n
swindles are one o f the most
iopular deceptions. Salesmen
ast talk you into buying
magazine packets for large
sums o f money. They make a
profit by getting the consumer
to buy more than he would
normally read.

S

Many consumers are familiar
with “bait and switch” even
though they may not realize it.

T his te c h n iq u e e n ta ils
advertising a product, and once
the consumer is in the store
saying there aren’t any left.
The salesman then leads the
customer to a higher priced
product. Even if the sale item is
in the store, the seller might
point out its faults so the
customer will want to purchase
the more expensive product.
This practice is known as
disparagement.
T h e “ g e t- p a id - w h ile you think’’ scheme is when an
organization requests that you
evaluate their products. They
promise to pay you a certain
sum o f money for every
product that you test, but you
must first pay money to receive
the products. Chances arc the

organization will abscond your
money and you’ll never see the
products.
Be w ary o f accepting and
paying for packages for your
neighbor who is not home at
the time the package is
d elivered. C O D sw indles
aren’t all that uncommon.
Many times the neighbor
hasn’t ordered anything, and
the package turns out to be
empty.
If you find yourself in oneof
th e p red icam en ts a b o ve,
contact the Consumer Affairs
Local Assistance agency in the
county where the fraud or
deception took place to sec if
there is an avenue o f redress
available to help you resolve
the complaint.
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Get A W hole New OUTLOOK!
N ovem ber Special!
First pair on all
n e w fittings

' DAUSH & LOMD SOFT LENSES:

GILDA RADNERBO B NEWHART-MADELINE KAHN
The Fits Doughrer

The President

The First Lody

FIRST FAMILY'
O ne AAonrh Afrercare (70.00 A d d ’l.) includes
Initial Exam & Contact Lens fitting
Scheduled Check-ups to m onitor fir
Lens changes as n e e d e d at n o charge
Lessons on insertion a n d rem oval o f lenses
Doth h ear & cold systems av a ila b le
FULL REFUND O N COST O F LENSES IF N O T SATISFIED

AN INDIE PROD COMPANY PRODUCTION

[RICHARD BENJAMIN] ■DOB DISHY- HARVEY KORM AN
Press Secretory

The Vice President

The Ambassodor to rhe U N

AUSTIN PENDLETON • RIP TORN • FRED WILLARD
The Residential Translator
wuvt (tr

Chairman at rhe
JointChiefs of Staff

Ai.’Ol’iK t .u m l M t i m i r

moOUCIDOV

Presidential
Assistant
vruniNODinfCHOOV

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA • RALPH BURNS • DANIEL MELNICK • BUCK HENRY
O ther lenses including soft contacts for astigmatafion
G Polycon Semi-soft lenses a v a ila b le
(Professional fees will vary for these lenses)

COMPLETE EYE EXAMINATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
Please call fpr further m fo’ m a rio n

D(V SCOT WERMCK
O ptom etrist

Prospect b Eogle Rock Avenue
'O ff of Route 280)
West Orange New jersey

731-5502

OPEN D A ILY
SATURDAY G

FO UR EVENINGS fo r y o u r c o n v e n ie n c e

OPENING CHRISTMAS DAY
AT A FLAGSHIP THEATRE NEAR YOU
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The Human Relations Organization
SPONSORS A WORKSHOP ON:

POW ER &
C O M P E T IT IO N
Tues., Dec.9
8 pm
Student CenterMeeting Rooms 1 - 4
.754 Admission
Refreshments will be served!!
H RO is a class one organization of your SGA
Students Serving Students"

PLAYERS announces auditions for

{H E A V E N CAN W A IT j
¥ .

Seagull
t■If★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★by★ Harry
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
*

If

to be presented in the Studio Theatre on Feb. 4 — 7, 1981
Auditions w ill be held

Sun., Dec. 7 12 — 2 pm
Mon., Dec. 8 6 — 10 pm
Tues., Dec. 9 6 — 10 pm

in the Student Center
Ballrooms
Scripts available in the Players Office
4th Floor, Student Center

Auditions are open to all students

^ PLAYERS is a Class One Organization of the SGA. ^
« a
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W hat will
theytake
away next?
NJ Attorney John Degnan has decided that private
corporations on state property are illegal and therefore must
become parr of the state s responsiblities.
Barring the fact that this state can’t handle the headaches
its got now, the initial reaction to this proposal is bound to
be that Big Brother has arrived three years too early.
If Degnan’s proposal is applied to the student
government—which may follow because it is a private
corporation—you have, in essence, the student government
o f a college subject to the whims, red tape, and beauracratic
blunders o f the state governement.

On Second Thought/Meryl Yourish

The state’s attitude toward higher education is already
something o f a national joke. T his new move would further
slight a system that doesn’t get the attention it needs and
deserves.
This could take from students their right to effectively
govern themselves.
Though the student government and its organizations
are often the subject of contoversy and criticism, the
advantages and services they provide blanket the campus.
They provide a forum for any and all students, and fund
nearly 100 organizations.

Women want equality

If is not often that 1 find
myself disagreeing in print
with a fellow columnist, but
the Nov. 13 article by Phill
Karali annoyed me quite a bit.
Let me just preface this by
saying that it is nothing
personal, Phill; it is your
attitude—and that of many
men—that annoys me most of
The opportunities and possiblities for any ambitious
all.
students or groups o f students are multifaceted, largely due
The Equal Rights Amend
to the present structure o f student government.
ment
ERA did get a lot of
The programing of student organizations could be
notice during the campaign, as
severly curtailed due to state red tape. When Class I
it should have—half the voters
Concerts needs to wrap up a concert deal, or College Life
in this country are women. A sa
Union Board/CLUB must rent a film, they cannot wait for
matter of fact, more than half
the state to send them a check. If this were to become
the w orld’s population is
standard practice, student programing would undoubt ably
female.
have to be drastically changed and/or reduced.
That statement is just about
the only accurate one in the
column.
It is not likely that the attorney general means to obstruct
Let’s start with the premise
college students activities; it is more probable that we may
that was raised. How do you
be a casualty o f a much grander scheme.
define equality?
Since we may have this type of action put before us in the
Besides looking it up in the
“R E A L ” world, we feel we should not have our
dictionary, you might try
opportunity to enjoy freedom snatched from us.
asking a woman.
I want to know that when I
graduate from college, I will be
Surely there must be some room left for ideals in the
confident that I am paid justly
budget.
and eaually for the amount o f
work I do. Equal pay, yes, but
also equal status—if there is a
more disparaging phrase in the
THE
world than “She’s pretty good-for a woman,” 1 have yet to
hear it.
Do I want to be drafted? No
Editorial Policy Board
sane person wants to fight in a
editor-in-chief_____ Naedine Hazell
war, yet if my brother or my
editorial page editor-Dennis Bloshuk
husband has to take that risk,
arts editor________________ BonnieJerbasi
then by C od, I’ll take it, too. I
assistant arts editor Darrell I.ippman
don’t believe (as a man to
advisor---------- Michael F. X. Grieco production manager Michael Lisbona
whom I recently spoke does)
assignment edito r____ C hris Carroll treasurer---------------------------- DebbieReynolds
that women, confronted with
typists---------------------Jeanne
Becker
copy editor---------------------Liz Crann
“blood ‘n’ guts,"will squeal
------------------------------- Nancy Cattle
assistant copy editor_Judy Robbins
feature editor--------l.ori. McDonough ----------------------------Linda l.amonica
graphics __________ Leo Hudzik
illustrator_________ Donna Murphy ------------------------- Carol Gasparovic
advertising manager Pat Vierschilling
news editor_________________ LouisLavelle
business m anager___ Lisa Burkhart
photography editor_Stan Godlewski
circulation __________ men of APO
sports editor_________________PaulHuegel

“Yech! How disgusting!” and
faint. I don’t want to go to war,
Phill, but if ERA means that I'll
have to take as much of a
chance as you do, then I will
accept that chance. Nothing is
gained without sacrifice.
Another point raised was
that it is time for women to
“take their responsibilities to
heart.” Ladies, did you hear
that? No more giggling in the
supermarket; everyone has to
run out and find a job.
I p e r s o n a lly am n ot
interested in being “just” a
housewife, but I am not naive
enough to believe that running
a h o u s e h o ld e n ta ils no
responsibility. Nor am 1
narrowminded enough to cut
down a woman who has no
wish to join the job market. I
realize that every woman must
make her own decision, and
while I think there is more to
life than bringing up a family, I
also realize that a woman can be
perfectly happy in listing
“housewife” after “occupa
tion” onthetax form. It is, after
all, a fulltime job—and one o f
the most demanding.
If you don’t believe me, just
take a look at your own home.
How many jobs did your
mother fill yesterday? Cook?
Laundress? Chauffer? Doctor?
Cleaning lady? Bookkeeper?
And you have the nerve to
say that it’s not a demanding or
responsible way o f life? That it
should be “frowned upon?”
Open your tunnelvisioncd
eyes, Phill. Women have been
the backbone o f society since
Ciod created Eve.

The most arrogant statement
was saved for last. Ladies, you
should be honored. You have
“finally chosen to participate”
in life in the past 10 years. I
have one slight question,
though. Where have you all
been hiding for the last 5,731 ?
Do you mean to tell me that
M adam e C u rie , Q ueen
Elizabeth I, Susan B. Anthony,
and Emily Dickinson were all
men?
I certainly thought not.
Wc are then enjoined to
“grow up” and are told that we
will gain equality when w e are
“ready to accept resonsibilitics.”
I can scarcely answer that
w ith o u t p utting my fist
through a wall in sheer
frustration.
Who ran this country 40
years ago, Phill, when the men
were o ff fighting to save
democracy? Who ran the
factories and the stores and the
businesses? Who got a taste of
what the “man’s w orld” was
like and refused to give it up
four years later?
Women did, Phill.
The only real excuse 1 can
think o f for such a prejudiced,
narrowminded column is that
vou have confused life with art.
If you tell me that women have
re a lly begun to em erge
positively on film in the last 10
years, then I will agree with
you to your heart’s content.
In life? That’s another story.
Meryl Ì'onrisii is a staff writer
for / lie Montclarion.
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

COMRADE. ABOUTTOUR TESTIM0N Ï. I POtTr HAVE TO
TELL yOU HOWIMPORTANT
IT 15 THAT TUB NAME OF
THE CREATlELMSMAN NOT
BE PRA66EP THROUGHTHE

The Mont dar urn is a Class Our nrganfcation o f the .Sfi.4.

As ms interpreter, tw
were in a unique msmoN
TOKNOWIF TUB CHAIRMAN
really ORDEREDire murperous excesses of the
CULTURAL REHXUTTON, AS
HIS WIFE OOWEN&i 1

un-nmmL.tw
KNOW, COMRADE,
VOUMEAN,
THE CULTURAL REV turn me
OLUTION(UAS SOME GANG OF
THING OF AN OBFOUR.
SESSIONWITH MAO..
/

RIGHT. PIP
I SAY MOOT
I MEANT
THE GANG
OF FOUR.

/

I KNOU!
YOU DIP.
THATSWHY
WE'RE HAV
ING THIS
LITTLE CHAT.
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Students Speak

ROTC seen as a good program
by Jim Sexton and Georgia Panagokos

What do you think of the establishment of ROTC courses on campus?
“ I don’t see the need for it on
campus. I think they should go
to a military school and not a
state school.”
Vale Dickerson
¡9 8 1 /recreation

“ It’s O K for people who are
into the military. I think more
people would join the service if
they did not have to put up
with the hassle of being an
enlisted man.”
Barbara Silvestro
1 9 8 2 /dance

“Great. It would offer a
good program at a convenient
location. It would give a good
insight to the military without
actually having to join.”
Vince Corsaro
1 984/ computer science

“ I’m not familiar with the
courses established by the
R O T C. In fact, I didn’t even
know there were such courses
available on campus.”
Carl Demmie
1 9 8 1 /political science

“ I think it’s a great idea. I feel
it gives students a good
educational background which
will stay with them throughout
t h e i r y e a r s in R O T C
training. ’
Mary Nicholaides
1984/ English

“ I think it’s good because
people who want to get into it
don t have to go all the w ay to
Seton Hall for the courses.
They won’t have to do all that
traveling.”
Paul Torforella
1 9 8 2 /accounting

Soapbox

Become aware of human rights
To the editor:
I am not a student at M SC, but as a
concerned individual who has spent
many enjoyable and inspirational hours
visiting friends and attending functions
on your campus; I feel it is my
responsibility to speak out in light of
recent events affecting certain members
of your community. It would be unfair
to present our opinion on this issue
without first recognizing the fact that I
am personally biased in the sense that
some of my close friends are involved.
It is equally significant, however, to
recognize that my sentiments are based
not on this alone—but on the belief that
there are still, even in these confused
times, basic rights and principles that in
this instance are being both ignored and
violated.
I am a member o f the Pastoral Board
Committee of the Campus Ministry at
Seton Hall University. As a member o f
this committee and a student at a
religiously founded institution, I am
free to exercise my rights to worship as
I please, and to gather together with
those who feel as I do. If my memory
serves me right, these privileges stem
from som e “ arch aic” document
outlining religious freedom and the
opportunity to gather peaceably in the
name o f my beliefs. Has this country
deteriorated so much in the past 200
years to the point where these basic,
fundamental human rights are being
questioned; and if so, then where are we
going from here? Does this bother you?
If not, stop reading here because the rest
of this letter doesn’t concern you.
If you are still reading, possibly some
action or support is warranted by this
concern, because as you sit back, these
rights are being stripped from you by
misguided and misinformed individuals
on a daily basis—not just here, but
nationally, as well. Individuals such as
the poor, unfortunate alumnus who
appeared courtesy o f your own
newspaper a few weeks back. If he can
adjust his confused state for a few
aspects o f his philosophies and
reasoning. I am not one w ho
“desperately needs security” or whose
“personal growth is narrowed to the

exclusively religious.” And while this
individual prefers to cite Walter Martin
and others as his reference points,
understandably I would refer to a high
authority.
Then we come to the recent
d is c h a rte rm e n t o f a re lig io u s
organization on campus. This action is
a blatant and offensive slap in the face of
personal freedom. While this Christian
organization has the moral strength to
turn the other cheek, before those o f
you who are responsible strike again,
you should sit back and reevaluate
yourself and question why. Did the
existence and good works o f this group
offend you so much to push you to the
brink o f legislative intervention for the
behalf of the college? I do not think so.
Lack of understanding o f the issues, and
the influence of a few spiteful
individuals, is more likely the case.
Become aware of your rights and
r e s p o n s ib ilitie s to w a r d hum an
freedoms and extend them to others in
the same w ay you would expect them
to be extended to you.
In closing, bear in mind that there are
many who would say, “Mind your
own business; this doesn’t concern
you.” T o you I would like to respond
that this concerns not just you ana me,
but all o f the people who are being
imposed upon. Remember, the time
may come when you will feel you have
been done an injustice, and you will
only be able to hope it is not too late.

Richard Zinsmeister
Seton Hall University

Off campus
advantages
To the editor:
As an o ff campus resident, I feel I
know all o f the advantages and

drawbacks that arise in living off
campus. The students should consider
the advantages o f off campus housing
more because it,w ould enhance their
decision o f either living on or off
cam pus. T h e re fo re , I feel the
advantages of o ff campus housing
should be more publicized to the
students than they currently are.
There are drawbacks in living o ff
campus. These are that the student’s
social life would be affected and the
'student’s use o f the library would be
limited. The student’s social life would
be affected living off campus because he
wouldn’t be able to mingle and associate
himself with his fellow students living
on campus. Also, his use o f the library
would be limited because he would
have to utilize the library when he is
currently on campus.
These drawbacks o f living off
campus could be merely thought o f as
technicalities. T o me, they re only
technicalities because if you are living
off campus and want to go out and have
a good time, you could, therefore
establishing a social life. The other
technicality is using the library. A ll you
have to do is to stay late at the college
and utilize the facilities. This is
inconvenient, but you would be
overcoming the technicality.
D e s p ite th e d r a w b a c k s o r
technicalities, there are advantages in
off campus housing. First o f all, you
would nave the advantage o f a serene
environment. This would enable you to
get all your work done and enable you
to concentrate and study. Also, you
would be able to sleep and get as much
rest as you want so you would be ready
and eager to face the next day.
Secondly, by living o ff campus, you
have the advantage o f a homey
atmosphere. When you live o ff campus
with a family you are sometimes treated
as if you are part o f that family because
you take the place o f someone in that
family that has either gone away to
college, or left home. With this
acceptance, you feel as if you belong in
that family, and it gives you a good
feeling.

Another advantage you have by
living o ff campus is the fact that you still
have those home cooked meals to look
forward to, as living on campus you
only have the cafeteria food to eat. B y
living o ff campus, you get away from
the hustle and bustle o f college life to the
calm, ease, and peaceful atmosphere that
surrounds you when you live in off
campus housing.
In conclusion, the advantages o f off
campus housing are numerous. The
students should be made more aware of
those advantages. For instance, an
article could be put in The Montclarion
similar to my letter explaining the
advantages o f o ff campus nousing and
w hy you should consider off campus
housing.
Another w ay to publicize the off
campus housing is to put a bulletin
board or something similar in College
Hall, Sprague Library, and the Student
Center, offering what o ff campus
housing is available and telling you how
to find out more information o f off
campus housing. Theseplaces would be
ideal for the bulletin board or
something similar because they are the
centers of flowing traffic o f students.
Thus, if the advantages o f off campus
housing were publicized more, it would
tend to lead more students to o ff campus
living and would give the students a
better chance of acquiring a more
beneficial education.
Thomas Vreeland
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Students voice positive views
of Major Theatre Series
by Carla Zarro
“If you want to work in the
theater then you have to get out
there and actually perform.”
The Major Theater Series/
MTS is a terrific facility and a
great experience, putting into
practice what was learned jn
the classroom.’
Seated in the theater m
Memorial Auditorium with the
stage as background, Dr. Jerry
Rockwood, a professional
actor and director for M TS
productions, explained that he
performs a one-man show
entitled Edgar Allen Poe in
colleges across the country and
Canada.
“ I l o v e a c t i n g an d
directing,” Rockwood, who
has a sa lt and p e p p e r
moustache, said. “ I also love
teaching. It’s a steady salary
which the theater always
isn’t.”
M TS, created in the fall o f
1973, is now beginning its
eighth season with The Cat and
I'he Canary,by John Willard. It
will opened in Memorial
Auditorium on Dec. T and will
play through Sat., Dec. 6.
Many o f the people involved
with M T S feel it is a valuable
le a rn in g ex p erien ce and
worthwhile for those pursuing
a career in the theater.
According to Dr. Suzanne
Trauth, managing director of
MTS, its function is to provide
crformance opportunities for
oth speech and theater
students, as well as for all other
in te re s te d g ra d u a te and
undergraduate students
at

C

MSC.
“ It’s the ncxCstcp o f taking
the ideas learned in the

classroom and translating them
into action,” the petite dark
haired Trauth said.
Trauth was hired in the fall
of 1979 specifically to oversee
the activities of M I S. Her
duties include taking care o f the
b u d g e t, o v e r s e e in g all
publicity, box office and front
of house activities (setting up

of actually performing on
stage, the productions create
learning situations in technical
aspects o f theater such as
w o rk in g w ith costum ing,
construction o f sets, and
lighting.
Trauth said the productions
for M TS are chosen by the
theater faculty after receiving

expressed the same sentiment
as both Trauth and Rock
wood.
Torrie Conlon, who is
la y in g A n a b c lle W e st,
elieves that M T S will help her
with a career in acting. “ It gives
you a chance to put to work
what you have learned in the
classroom. It’s a chance to

C

Lorrie Conlon and Tom Dugan talk with director. Dr. Jerry Lockwood.
ushers, tickets, etc.), and
ordering all equipment.
“ I also teach classes in acting,
d i r e c t i n g , and th e a t e r
m anagem ent, as w ell as
handling the theater pracricum,” tne friendly professor
said.
In addition to the experience

input from students. These
productions are chosen in order
to provide a wide variety of
learning experiences for both
the students and the audience.
In an interview in The
Memorial Auditorium lobby
with four students in the
cu rren t p ro d u c tio n , each

w o rk w ith a d ir e c to r ,
costumes, and everything else
in vo lved w ith p utting a
production together.”
1'om Dugan, a sophomore in
his second semester with M I S
agreed with Conlon, “ The
actual acting is the best
exnerienre. lerrv R ockw ood.

our director, gives us a good
taste o f what to expect out
there. He acknowledges all the
actors as artists, not just as
college students.”
Conlon chimed in as her
large blueeyes lit up, “Hegivcs
us the respect as artists and as
actors. He doesn’t tell us when
to stand or sir He gives us the
chance to grow and find
o u r s e lv e s . I t ’ s fun but
frustrating."
Gregg Thomas, who has
experience working backstage
as well as acting, agreed, “We
are under the same pressures as
a professional actor. We have a
rigid rehearsal schedule, and
when the audience comes to see
the show they expect a finished
production. We are really
under pressure to produce.”
S p e a k in g c le a r ly and
distinctly. Thomas continued,
“ It’s on the job training which
is more valuable than all the
intellectualizing you can do.
You’re actually our there doing
it and it’s sink or swim.”
Reminiscing on some past
“mistakes,” Thomas, wearing
a blue baseball cap, said,
“ During a technical dress
rehearsal for Enter Laughing
was the first time we worked
with wagons that were in the
production, and they started
crashing together. When this
happens, you feel naked.
The articulate group was in
agreem ent w ith Thomas.
Dugan, who will play Paul
Jones, said, “No mistake is
really a mistake; you just chalk
it up to experience.”

Athletes: nutrition provides energy
by Diane Massina and
Barbara Cruitt
A th le te s m ake special
demands o f their bodies, and.
must be physically prepared to
meet those demands. Physical
fitness, however, is not the
only essential component for
optimum athletic performance.
I he athlete’s nutritional intake
is also a contributing factor in
achieving the best results.
The recommended daily
nutritional requirements o f the
athlete are similar to those of
the nonathletic person. I his
daily food intake, commonly
referred to as “ The Basic
Four,” consists o f a daily food
intake from the following four
food groups:
Milk and Milk Produets
Group—Each adult should
receive the equivalent o f two
servings from the milk group
each day—either consumed
directly as a beverage, included
in the preparation of other

foods, or as alternate milk
products (such as cheese and ice
cream—one serving equals one
cup).
Meat and High Protein
G roup—This group includes
meat, fish, poultry, eggs, and
such alternate vegetable items
as dried beans, peas, and nuts.
Two or more servings from
this group should be eaten each
day (one serving equals 3.5 oz.
of edible meat).
F ru it and V e g e ta b le
G roup—Four or more servings
of fruit and vegetables should
be included in the daily diet
.(Serving size varies depending
on type o f fruit or vegetable.)
B read-C ereal G ro u p —
This group includes breads,
breakfast cereals, flours and
meals, rice and pastas. Four
servings or more o f enriched or
whole grain cereal foods are
recommended daily. (One
serving is one slice o f bread, or
it may vary depending on food
type.)
’The basic diet will not meet
the individual energy needs of

an active person, particularly
the needs of a high energy
expending athlete. In addition
to these recommended daily
nutritional requirements, the
athlete energy requirements are
considerably increased. The
American Dietetic Association
recommends that liberal intake
of carbohydrates from the
b re a d -c e re a l and fr u itvegetable group should be
e m p h a s iz e d . M o d e r a t e
amounts o f fats and sugars may
be used to furnish energy and
enhance the palatability of the
diet.”
This increased intake will
vary depending on the athlete’s
weight, sex, age, and degree of
energy expenditure.
After interviewing M SC
athletes, it was evident that a
majority o f them arc unaware
o f a d d itio n al n u tritio n a l
requirements needed when
participating in a sport, and
those few who are partially
aware o f such needs are not
hilly informed. When asked

about their awareness o f such
dietary requirements, respons
es varied as follows:
“...I guess proteins arc
important."
“I’m aware but I’m not
really aware o f the specifics."
“Salts, carbohydrates, and
proteins.”
“Not exactly.”
“ I’m aware of the body’s
need for the three basics,
protein, carbohydrates, and
fats.”
MSC coaches have made
several attempts to inform their
athletes of these requi errients,
but constant guidance is
difficult. Fred Hill, M SC ’s
football coach, commented,
“We do not have a training
table, so we have no control
over the eating habits of our
players."
The M SC physical educa
tion department does not
require that majors rake a
course sp ecifically geared
toward nutrition. 1 he athletes
may obtain some information
from various science and health

courses.
“Nutritional information is
not present in an instructional
setting, and there is a limiting
time factor in a cdnrrolcd
s e ttin g ,” claim s M a rily n
T a ig ia , M S C ’ s w o m e n ’s
softball coach. She added,
“When traveling with the
team, we try to provide for a
nutritional meal.’
Hill agrees, “ I
feel
n u tr itio n p 1a y s an
im p o r ta n t r o le in th e
performance o f our athletes.
The proper nutrition affects
strength and endurance o f all
athletes a great deal. O f course,
if a player’s strength and
endurance levels are reduced,
his level o f proficiency will
decrease. A balanced diet is a
must.”
Nathan J. Smith, MD, in his
book Food For Sport, states it
best when he says, “A good
diet cannot, in itself, give them
(th e a th letes) fitness or
championship medals, but a
poor diet can ruin their chances
of either.”
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DECA sponsors fall

Before show begins. Bob, Scott, and John pose in casual
wear(above).
by Regina Brzek
Georgia Panagakos
Jim Sexton displays business suits made of 100
percent wool(below).
Erriette walks by crowd in casual
corduroy blazer and matching
pants.

Sheri poses in dressing room in
white Landlubber suit.

and

The elegant ladies and*
gentlemen
murmured and
shuffled politely at their chairs
in the soft, creamy hue of the.
Atrium West in West Orange.
The time was already 8:45 pm,
and the fashion show was
alm ost an h ou r late ini
b eg in n in g . E v e n tu a lly a
feminine voice requested from
the podium’s microphone that
everyone be seated, and the'
remainder o f the audience
properly conducted themselves
from the corner bar to their i
cushioned seats.
“Good evening, ladies and
gentlemen,” the commentator
began. “The MSC distributive1
education club of America/
DEC A chapter would like to
welcome you to its fifth
anniversary fashion show,
presented under the title of
‘ I he Eall Eashion Review.”’
The mature audience smiled |
and nodded respectfully until
the lights grew dimmer, a
rhythmic disco tune sounded,
and in whirled Alice, strutting 1
and flaunting her Eoxmour
knit crew neck sweater and
gray chino straight legged
pants. The co m m en tato r
described Alice as well as her
clothes as she strutted in an
appeal to the audience, which |
surrounded her on every side.
Alice opened the first category
o f casual wear in D E C A ’s,
fashion show, followed by a'
designer jean presentation,
business set, new wave, and
finally evening wear.
“The models get to pick1
t h e ir o w n o u t f it s and
c a te g o rie s ,” p resid en t o f
DECA, Petrina Bethke, said in (
gasps as she hurried between
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and winter fashion

last minute details before the
(show. “We don't pay the MSC
models anything—they chalk it
up to e x p e rie n c e ,” she
explained. Several o f the 10
males and 14 female models
already had some professional
modeling experience behind
them. A n o th er g ra tify in g
1factor of picking their own
outfits is that the models are
given 10-15 percent discounts
on them if they decide to keep
them. “Many o f the models do
buy their outfits,” Bethke said.
Most of the clothes were
picked at easily accessible
shopping plazas such as
Willowbrook Mall, Livingston
Mall, and Riverside Square
Mall.
Diane Debellis modeled her
own original outfit in the casual
scene, wearing skintight black
pants and a leopard-spotted
shirt that knotted at her lean
hips. What really caught the
eye, however, was her black
hair woven neatly on the top of
her head in to a basket
formation. “ It took three men
seven hours to get my hair like
this,” she said, looking up and
pointing at her amazing hair>do. “ It’s called ‘Hair weave in
barets.’ It’s not the easiest thing
to sleep in,” she continued,
tidying some fly-aw ay strands.
'Debellis said that the hairstyle,
done by Michael’s Internation
al in West Orange, costs $350.
“But Michael did my hair and
all the other models’ hair for
nothing. It’s good publicity for
them,” she added.
The fashion show was
nearly sold out with an
audience o f about 250. The
money from the $5 tickets will
go towards the national DECA
conference in California, to
which M SC’s chapter will send
la few representatives, Bethke
said.

Diane, Alice, Fran, and Scott posing in the latest designer
jeans(above).

Diane shows off Sergio Valente jeans and pink
lurex top(below).
Mike walks down runway in Chess King jeans and
velour pullover(above).
Erriette sports the disco look: foxmeresweater and
Sergio Valente jeans(below).

photos by Georgia Panagokos
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by Stephen Kantrowitz
Even the finest theater
company in the world cannot
salvage and make presentable a
rotten play. The Cat and the
Canary b y John Willard is one
such play. The Major Theater
Series/MTS, in their second
production of the 1980-81
season, attempt to do the
impossible. Although some of
the performers were quite
good, there was almost no way
for the play to be a successful
one.
It is 12 midnight at Clifton
Castle on the Hudson. 1 he six
heirs o f the late Ambrose West
are summoned on the 20th
anniversary o f his death to hear
the reading of his will.
Annabelle West is named the
sole heir to the entire estate.
Ambrose West, being an
eccentric, feared a strain of
insantity in the family and
added a codicil to the will. If
Annabelle shows any sign of
mental unsoundness, a second
envelope should be opened and
a second heir be named.
The rest o f the play has
Annabelle slowly being scared
to death by one thing or
another. There are disappear
ances, a murder, and a tale
about an escaped lunatic on the
p ro w l. A n n a b e lle re a lly
shouldn’t be worried, though.
She is like a canary in a cage
being stalked by a cat. Sne
thinks she is unsafe but she is
protected by a cage, in her case,
Harry Blythe and Paul Jones,
two o f the other heirs who are
devoted to watching over
Annabelle’s safety.
All o f the relatives are under
suspicion. Afterall, any one of
them could be the name in the

Annabelle West (Lorrie Conlon) comforts a frightened Paul JonesfTom Dugan) in a scene
from the MTS production of 'The Cat and the Canary.'Performances will run from Dec.3-6.
second will. We don’t find out
the person’s identity until the
final, hectic scene. By then, no
one really cares.
Old fashioned melodramas
really don’t work in the 19 8 0 ’s.

were few and too far between.
His time fillers amounted to
silly love or quasi love scenes
between Annabelle and her
d is ta n t r e la t i v e s . T h e
c h a ra c te rs are b a s ic a lly

didn’t amount to anything that
could be considered suspenseful.
The production, directed by
D r. J e r o m e R o c k w o o d ,
professor o f speech and theater.

There are disappearances, a murder, and a tale about an
escaped lunatic on the prow l...She is like a canary being
stalked by a cat.____________________________________
The acting style was greatly
exaggerated, tongue-in-cheek,
and o f course not meant to be
taken seriously. But Willard’s
writing is bad even for a
melodrama. Comic moments

cardboard with tew believable
qualities to them. The few
tou ch es o f b ra v u ra , for
example a body falling from
behind a panel, or a hand
reaching from behind a curtain,

v a rie d in term s o f its
effectiveness. Some o f the
a c tin g w a s so g r e a t ly
exaggerated that the audience
was compelled to laugh at the
character instead o f with him.

Michele Tauber was rather
annoying as Mildred the
h o u s e k e e p e r. S h e w as
supposedly in touch with
spirits in the house but her
voice, very high-pitched and
squeaky, made one think she
was trying to coax little
children into her housemadeof
candy. She was uneffective and
couldn’t be taken seriously.
V e ry good performances
were delivered by Mark
Pinheiro as Roger Crosby,
West’s lawyer, Gregg Thomas
as Harry Blythe, and Barbara
Saltzman as Susan Sills by, tw o
of the heirs.
The finest performance was
given by T orn Dugan as the
h y p e r a c t i v e an d e a s i ly
frigntened heir, Pauljones. His
comic actions were quite
convincing and he humourous
ly livened up many scenes.
One further melodramatic
touch that needs mentioning
was the background organ
music played by Russ Unger.
Again, sometimes it was
necessary to give just a bit o f a
sinister touch to a scene. But
other times it as used to
underscore and dram atize
something that could have been
left alone.
The sets, designed by John
Figola, instructor of speech and
theater, were both functional
and striking. Both the library
study and the bedroom of
A m b ro se W est had the
authenticity o f a gloomy and
desolate mansion.
The MT S production o f The
Cat and the Canary can easily be
missed. Although the acting
and staging is somewhat
effective and in some cases
quite good, the play itself is an
inferior product and fails as
either a comedy or a mystery.

We give thanks for:

A generous helping o f Bruce
by Deborah J. Johnson
It was a day for turkey and cranberry
sauce and pumpkin pie. T here were
fam ily gatherings and contented
tummies. For some, though, the best
part o f Thanksgiving was served up
with a generous helping o f live “Bruce
Juice.” Bruce Springsteen and his E
Street Band had returned home to rock
the Garden, and more than 20,000
enthusiastic fans packed the house to
give a hearty thanks.
The festive mood o f the crowd was
overshadowed only by the exuberance
of the Boss himself. Opening the show
with his classic, Born to Run,
Springsteen danced around stage with
all the pent up energy of a kid let loose
in a candy store. He jumped playfully
on amps and speakers, jammed with
guitarist Steve Van Zandt on one side of
the stage, and clowned with the
towering Black sax player, Clarence
Clemons, on the other. T he message
was clear. Springsteen was just as happy

to be back home as his fans were to have
him.
With his guitar strapped across his
small frame, the Boss appeared eager to
please, and his blue shirt quickly
became soaked with sweat. I he E
Street Band was dressed in three piece
suits and ties, adding a holiday touch to
an already special evening. (The
T hanksgiving show, the first o f four,
had been sold out for weeks. It was
rumored that scalpers outside the
Garden were getting as much as $ 15 0
per ticket—for seats in blue heaven.)
Springsteen played tw o sets, each
lasting more than one and a half hours.
He did a lot o f the older crowd pleasersProve It All Night, G row in ’ Up,
Thunder Road, Backstreets, and _
Rosalita—but spent most o f the concert
on songs off his new album, The River.
Suprisingly, cuts from this album play
well live. Point Blank, Cadillac Ranch,
and the overplayed Hungry Heart, pick
up some o f the chemistry they seem to
lack on the album.
One highlight of the show was

Springsteen’s performance o f Fire and
Because T he Night, tunes written by
the Boss for other artists. One can’t find
these two on any of his albums, and
hearing them was quite a treat.
T he concert did have some problems
with pacing; Springsteen’s slower
ballads tended to be strung in bunches
rather than mixed in evenly among the
rockers. While this provided everyone
with a well deserved period, of
relaxation, it often seemed like forever
until the hard driving, energetic rockers
brought the crowd to its feet again.
Perhaps the thing that makes any
Springsteen concert such an intensely
triumphant experience is the rapport the
Boss has with his audience. Unlike
other performers, Springsteen is not
afraid o f what’s beyond the edge o f the
stage. He jokes; he acts; he milks the
crowd for applause. Tenth Avenue
FreeZe-Out brought him out into the
orchestra seats, borne like a hero on the
shoulders o f his fans, while he sang the
words “ I’m gonna sit back right easy
and laugh.” T he crowd loved it.

Springsteen forgets no one. The
Price You Pay was dedicated to those
sitting behind the stage, because “you
guys paid full price for your tickets,
too.” When he asked playfully, “How
many of you are here from Jersey?” the
crowd roared. He then dedicated
Sherry Darling to all the folks from his
home state, encouraging then to “show
these New Yorkers some good old
Jersey party noises.” But he didn’t
fo rg e t NY
fans e ith e r,
proelaiming Jungleland—the first of
two encores—just for them.
J'
Springsteen closed the show with his
Mitch Ryder Medley, living up to a
promise made back when the evening
began to “rock the night aw ay.” The
house lights came up, and a happy but
weary crowd danced with the Boss for a
solid 15 minutes o f good old fashioned
rock and roll.
But, for those fans who had waited
tw o long years for the Boss’s return, it
was over all too soon. Unlike turkey
leftovers, . live “ Bruce Ju ic e ” is
something you can never get enough of.
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David Robinson

Greg Hawkes

Benjamin Orr

With Panorama in their trunk...

The Cars cruise with 'cooi'
by Darrel Uppm an
T h e C a rs

Nassau Colisseum
Nov. 28, 1980
There’s a certain something
about the Cars, as a group and
in concert, that I can’t quiteput
my finger on. It’s the kind o f
something that sets them aside
from other rock groups. It’s a
type o f “cool” that only lead
singer Ric Ocasek could
generate through his character,
and possibly that comes along
with new wave itself. A “coor
that mesmerizes audiences
when Ocasek and the Cars
perform.
One can sense a unique air of
unreality surrounding these
guys (Osasek, Benjamin Orr,
Greg Hawkes, Elliot Easton,
David Robinson) when they
hit the stage.
But Ocasek disbanded some
o f this “celestial being” state
that makes one look up to the
Cars as a musical unit when he
actually leaned out into the
crowd so that they could touch
his black leathered legs. He
even gave a few rare thank
you s after some songs. Yes, he
is real, a guy who cares.
Ocasek’s coldness is merely a
facade, an image that has been
created.
Now don’t get the Cars
wrong. T h ey’re not cocky by
far. T hey were up for this
concert in their own little way.
Again, it’s the sense of
“coolness” that is their front.
You just have to be able to see
through this. In fact, every one
of them was up for this date.
Easton (lead guitar) was never
so intense, constantly playing
with fervor to his corner o f the
audience. Hawkes (keyboards)
came down from his multitude
o f synthesizers many a time toj
bop around. O rr, who at times
takes a back seat to Ocasek’s
popularity, handled his turns at
lead vocals very enthusiastical
lyUsually, however, the Cars’
participation with the audience
is minimal. T hey don’t talk to
you, just sing to you. But then
again they don’t need to chit
chat. T hey don’t need to find

out verbally if the audience is
feeling good. Nor do they have
to talk th e ir fans into
enthusiasm (a la Van Halen);
it’s simply understood.
The near capacity Colisseum
atrons, sporting endless Cars
-shirts and other parapherna
lia, were calm for the most part
(the Cars are absolutely
amazing to watch during one
o f their more imaginative songs
i.e. Panorama). Surprisingly
though, there was a point
where O rr had to “remind” the
audience that they could stand
up and shout if they wanted.
But these fans still remember
the Cars most when they
embarked for success with their
first LP, The Cars. The debut
album goes back to the Cars’
hard rock hey-day, which they
punctuated their new wave
music with all too often. When
the group busted loose with
one of these harder edged rock
tunes (commendably Bye Bye
Love), the crowd popped out
o f their sears almost as if an
electric shock were being
administered.

Since the Cars have changed
to a more electric poprock
format, the songs they played
off Panorama were witnessed
more calmly by the audience.
For example, the crowd
watched with fascination as
each member o f the Cars came
out separately with their
respective instruments, playing
to the pulsing, haunting bear of
Shoo Be Doo (the concert’s
opening song). When Ocasek
appeared (same old “cool”
Ric — black hair tucked neatly
behind the ears, shades, thin tie,
and jacket), he was dancing in a
style that I assumed to be “new
wave.” It wasn’t punk, because
he wasn’t jumping up and
down like a wild pogo stick.
He was simply, you guessed it,
cool.
Ocasek then went right into
two hit AM singles, Let’s G o
and the most recent Touch and
G o, respectively. Whenever
Ocasek isn’t handling the lead
vocals, he’s a talented guitar
player.
Much o f the 1:15 concert
(including tw o encores o f four

songs) was devoted to cuts
from the Cars’ newest album,
Panorama. O f the 17 songs
performed, seven were from
Panorama (all o f one side), the
remaining 10 being split down
the middle with respect to the
band from Boston’s other tw o
efforts, Candy-0 and The Cars.
After the much awaited encore
of Gimmie Some Slack, the
Cars, ironically, finished the
evening like they did a little
over a year ago at the
C o li s s e u m , w it h T h e
Dangerous Type.
The Cars’ ability to sound in
concert as they do on an LP
was clearly shown during the
mellow You Wear Those Eyes,
one o f the best played songs of
the night. They gave a
Jamaican beat to M y Best
Friend’s Girl, revealing their
progression with the times.
Calypso style music is making
a comeback today (showing up
frequently in rock).
Overall, the concert was
better than last year’s, what
with another album in the Cars’
trunk. The Cars have, without

a doubt, come into their
musical ow n with the addition
of Panorama. T hey are now
really beginning to flex their
musical muscles. Even the stage
setup showed that the Cars are
one vear classier.
The backdrop looked like
warehouse doors that slide up
and down (they did, showing
different designs and lights)
and the rest o f the stage was
garnished in metal grating,
walls, and lights which made it
seem more and more like they
were playing in a type of
futuristic warehouse. A t times,
however, this produced a
tinny, screechy sound to some
songs.
X T C , a high energy British
rock unit, was the warmup
band and is traveling with the
Cars on their eastern tour
(including last night’s and
tonight’s performances at the
Garden). Their biggest EM
hit, Making Plans For Nigel,
was recognized by many (it
was released over a vear ago).
X T C has just released its
fourth album.

MSC ensembles perform
by Stephen Kantrowitz
Performances o f Baroque chamber music and concert band
selections were offered recently to the Montclair community
by two M SC music groups. The Chamber Ensemble
performed off campus at the Union Congregational Church,
and the Concert Band played in Memorial Auditorium.
The Chamber Ensemble was conducted by Norman Smith,
a visiting specialist in music at MSC. This was the first o f three
concerts to be presented at the church, which is located at 176
Cooper Ave. in Upper Montclair.
Appearance-wise the church was exquisite and seemed the
perfect choice for an evening o f classical music. Lovely stained
glass windows adorn the sides and front of the chapel.
Acoustically, however, the hall left something to be desired.
Many o f the sounds the group made were very muffled and
annoyingly intertwined. The instrumental parts blended
together inappropriately, making it rather difficult to
distinguish between the separate parts. The ensemble’s playing
was quite good, and it was unfortunate that they couldn’t nave
been neard in a more complementary setting.
Smith’s approach to tne music was somewhat straight
forward but perfectly logical. Each member o f the group held
his or her own and tried earnestly to listen to each other. For
the most part it worked quire nicely.
T w o numbers performed in the first half o f the program
provided the evening’s highlight. T hey began with Orchestral
Suite No. 3 in D Major by Jon an n Sebastian Bach. The suite,
in five movements, runs the gamut o f musical ex pression,
namely; triumphant, rejoiceful, pastoral, serene, mournful, and
tender. The orchestra rather convincingly portrayed each o f

these.
The next rather successful venture was the Concerto in D
Major by Antonio Vivaldi. The soloist was Howard
Greenblatt, an instructor o f guitar at MSC. Greenblatt gave an
accurate and sensitive performance. Particularly touching was
the second movement, a largo, in which Greenblatt displayed a
lovely tone. Sometimes the orchestra was a bit too heavy and
loud.
T he Concert Band presented an evening o f concert band
selections that were nicely performed, although not very
inspiring. T he band was conducted by William Shadel, a
rofcssor o f music at M SC. T he highlight o f the evening was
ongs o f Abalard by Norman Dello Joio. T he soloist was
Vincent Reilly, baritone, a music major at MSC. It was the
most musically mature work performed, and the most
satisfying. Some o f the selections were typical marching band
selections that sounded like they belonged on a football field
during halftime. But in this piece, the group came across
sounding like a true symphonic concert band.
Reilly, who sang the accompanying narrative, had a pleasant
voice. One wished for more vocal variety and power though.
His diction could have been considerably clearer, and the band
sometimes drowned him out. The piece was acclaimable for the
important reason that it provided the instrumentalists with
material that had both musical and technical value.
The Concert Band made some attempts at playing selections
o f real value, but one wished for more. Pieces such as Von
Webern’s Concertino and Piston’s The Incredibly Flutist came
fairly close. The group did perform several pieces that,
although nicely performed, failed to raise much excitement.
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be sedated
by D arrel Lippm an
O n e o f th e b ig g e s t
whodunits to ever hit the small
screen is done; Kristin (M ary
C ro s b y , the late B in g ’s
daughter) shot J.R. Ewing.
Kristin is J.R. s cunning sisterin-law To avoid confusion yes,
Kristin had her reasons for
shooting J.R.
People all over the country
donned T-shirts that showed
guns and said, “I sh o tJ.R .” as
they waited for the actor’s
strike to end so that the fall
season could start and reveal
J.R .’s assailant.
Odds were being set on each
Dallas character (Kristin, was
5-1) to add to the abundant
n atio n al h yp e o v e r this
nightime soap opera. Many
p eop le w ag ered on the
outcome. People who didn’t
even follow Dallas tuned in to
see who pulled the trigger on
J.R., simply because o f the
attention that T V
and the
media gave the show (plus the
show’s good ratings). M y

by D onna Marino
Times Square

Produced by Robert S tigw ood and
lacob Brackmati, directed by Alan
M oyle, starring Tim Curry,
Trim Alvarado, and Robin
lohnson. Rated R
_________
"l may just keep you around, Kristin, if you can pick up your
typing speed."

friend said that he delayed
plans to go out Friday to end
the burning question, “Who
shot J.R.P” Fie hadn’t even
seen one episode.
I for one don’t follow Dallas,'
but I had a big desire to find out
w h o J.R .’s attacker was. When
1 read about the whole thing in
the new spapers, geez, it
co u ld ’ve been anyone. 1
thought Jeannie had definitely
done in her former master. Yes,
e s p e c i a lly s in c e M a jo r
Anthony Nelson is now
making a reported $75,000 per
episode as J.R. Ewing, oil
tycoon. And Larry Hagman
got even more for the season

opener, where he was on his
death bed, according to the
Daily News.
Dallas, the biggest phenome
non on T V since The Fugitive
attracted a 45.9 rating and 71
p ercen t o f the v ie w in g
audience on Aug. 29, 1967,
set a new ratings record with a
76 percent share. Eighty-three
million Americans tuned in for
the crucial m om ent, not
counting the rest o f the world.
Ratings figures are according
to The Record.
What else can y.ou say about
a show that gets a better
drawing than the presidential
election?
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Robert Stigwood’s limes
Square is so unbearably bad,
not even music by The
Ramones, Talking Heads, or
Joe Jackson could save it.
Although I Wanna Be Sedated
prevented me from falling
asleep during the first few
minutes of insipid dialog, it did
little to save this two hour long
piece of trash.
Focusing on tw o adolescent
girls from opposite back
grounds, the movie takes us on
a tour o f a glorified Times
Square, in an effort to follow
their escapades.
Pamela Pearl, played by
Trini Alvarado, is the daughter
o f David Pearl, commissioner
of a committee to restore

CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-893-5tt2
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Montclair State College

Saturday, December 13
8:00 pm
Memorial Auditorium
$6.00 standard
$4.0 0 students and Senior
Citizens
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TH F M ONTCLAIR C O LLFC F CHOIR
Leon Hyman, conductor
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Sun. Dec. 14 at 4PM
Memorial Auditorium
Admission Free

CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-893-5112
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Program:
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Rejoice in rhe Lamb
-Benjamin BritrcnCantata No. 150
-J.S. Bachl.iebeslicdcr Waltzes, Op.52
-J. Brahms-

S

CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-893-5tt2

Montclair State College

The Montclair College Chamber Choir
David Randolph, conductor
Montclair Heights Reformed Church
David Maiullo, accompanist
71 Mt. Hebron Rd.
Fri. Dec.5 at 8PM
Upper Montclair, NJ
Program:
Admission Free
Motet: Jesu Meine Freude
-J.S. Bach
Motet: O Heiland, reiss die Himmel auf, Op.74, No.2
-Johannes BrahmsMissa Brevis in B Flat Major, K.275
-W.A. MozartMethod of Accounting, A New System of Water
Purification, Biting Humans
Call 893-5112 For More Information
-Gabriel Fontrier
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CENTER FOR THE ARTS 201-593-562

iEJ Montclair State
College
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I MF MONTCLAIR COI.LFGF ORCHESTRA
Norman Smith, conductor
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l ues., Dec.9 ar HPM
Memorial Auditorium
Admission Free
Peace C o rp s and V IS T A V o lu n te e rs

Program:

RosamundeOverture, D.797
-Frank SchuhcrtConeerto for T w o Cclli and Orchestra
-Antonia VivaldiSymphony No.5 in C Minor, O p.67
-Ludwig Van Beethoven-
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Times Square. She s a sappy,
spineless character who runs
away with a streetwise tough
named Nicky Marotta, played
by Robin Johnson. Pam runs
because she feels unloved and
has no life left in her since her
mother died, so she hooks up
,/ith a delinquent who speaks
like a longshoreman, spouting
f**k at the drop o f a hat.
The tw o become bosom
buddies, immediately, camping
out in an abandoned building
and earning money by washing
car windshields at red lights.
Their days are filled with
roaming the streets of N YC
and reciting atrocious poetry
that’s meant to be soulful to
each other. One such profound
poem is entitled “ Damn Dog”
and is about N icky’s feelings
about herself.
From here on in, the film
becomes even more unrealistic
and silly. For instance, when
Pam applies for a job in a
topless club, she insists on
dancing with her clothes on.
The manager is eventually
agreeable, admitting that she
has class and she’ll give rhe
lace some respect. It seems a
it ridiculous that a seedy,
topless Times Square bar
w o u ld be in terested o r
concerned w ith an yth in g
having to do with respect.
T o make matters worse, this
film features Tim C urry as the
soulful, sensitive DJ, jo h n n y
LaGuardia, who is the resident
rophet and poet o f Times
quare. FTe takes an interest in
the girls because he wants to
make everyone aware o f their
light o f being on the run, but
e comes off as corny and a
fake.
Meanwhile, the two girls
have been nicknamed the
Sleeze Sisters and start a trend
of throwing T V sets out
windows in an effort to be
recognized. T hey also urge
everyone to dress in plastic
bags to represent the
t they’re treated like
trash.
In a less than exciting
ending, Nicky gives a concert
on a T imes Square rooftop, and
Pam returns to her father.
Besides being a movie with
plastic, colorless characters, the
entire story made very little
sense. It made me wonder if the
producers had even visited
T imes Square, because all the
camera showed us was one big
happy family o f smiling
streetw alk ers, pim ps, and
vagrants. The actual seediness
and grime o f the real T imes
Square had been totally missed
or omited by the camera.
T his movie did have one
good idea, h o w e v e r—that
which concerned the plastic
trash bags. However, I would
make one small change. I
would include this entire film
and its cast inside the bag,
because that’s where this movie
belongs.

Recruiter will be conducting interviews
with seniors & grad students Tuesday,
Dec. 2 in the Career Planning Office.
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Fri., Dec. 5, 1 9 8 0
PARTY: Third annual Christmas

party, second careers club, in Russ
Hall Lounge at Hpm. No charge to
members, reservations needed.
Kach member may bring guest.
Sat., Dec. 6, 1 9 8 0
C H RISTM A S BANQUET:

Sponsored by the Italian Student
Organization in the Student
Center Ballroom C at 7:30 pm.
Donation is $ 10. Must be 19 years
old with ID.
Sun., Dec. 7, 1 9 8 0
FASHION SHOW: “ Fashions

Unlimited” sponsored by BSCU.
Calcia Auditorium, 7 - ll pm, $2
with ID, $2.50 without ID. For
additional information, call Kasib
at 893-5626 after 9 pm or call
BSCU office at 893-4198.

MEETING: Housing V isitation

Fri., Dec. 12, 1 9 8 0
FREE MOVIE: “Over the Edge”

Policy Review Committee is
meeting in Bohn Hall in the back
lounge at 4 pm. Discussion will be
on changing the present visitation
policy in dorms.

and “Jokes M y Folks Never Told
Me” at 8 pm in Student Center
Ballrooms.
Mon., Dec. 15, 1 9 8 0

f rBfuW inShree%ajMesh
SANNYAS
BOUTIQUE

Meditations

S pet ta ll\ h a n d < r a fte d i la th e s

A ll rrwxW at the Shree R ajn w sh
Ashram , Poona. India

D r v t M i • Robes • Shawls
• Purses • Handwoven Items
• Quilts «W oodcrafts • Dolls
O p » *n

T im ’ s

Sal

I0 A M

U nique m e dita tio n s designed
to release all that holds you
K m k fro m K>yfully celebrating
yo ur existence These m edita
lio n s provide a space to he
yourself Tues. Fri. at 7 PM

$3 Donation

hPM

C H ID V IL A S Raineesh Meditation Center

Mon.. Dec. 8, 1 9 8 0
CATHOLIC MASS:

IS4 Valley Rd Monlrtair. NJ (201) 746 9660

Feast of
Im m acu late C o n c e p tio n at
Newman House, 7 pm, and at 12
noon in Russ Hall Lounge.

Tue., Dec. 9, 1 9 8 0
CLUB: Presents a party with Blue

Stevens
Institute of Technology

Emerald at 8 pm in the Student
Center Ballrooms. Must be 19 or
older.
CLUB: General Board Meeting at
4 pm in Meeting Room 2. All
welcome.
MEETING: Sponsored by Phi
Chi Theta in the Student Center
Ballroom C at 6:30 pm. All
members please attend.
SPEAKER: Sponsored by Phi
Chi I heta in Student Center
Ballroom C at 7:30 pm. Free.
Patricia Brady, Senior Auditor for
Price Waterhouse will answer any
questions related to accounting or
P rice W aterhouse. A ll are
welcome to attend.

Fellowships and Assistantships are available for study and
research leading to the Doctor of Philosophy degree in engi
neering. science, mathematics, management science, and ap
plied psychology. Specialty research areas in these fields in
clude:
Electro-Optics
Thin Films
Cryogenics
Machine Systems
Energy and Power
Instrumentation Systems
Computer Science
Management Economies
Industrial Organizational
Psychology
Human Factors
Bio-Organic Chemistry
Marine Systems
Plasma Physics
Polymer Engineering

Wed., Dec. 10. 1 9 8 0
CLUB: presents Catacombs, a

coffeehouse at 8 pm in Student
Center Lounge. Admission is free.
Thur., Dec. 11, 1 9 8 0
CONCERT: Bobby Bass Band

sponsored by BSCU in the
Student Center Ballroom B at l
pm.

For information about
appointments and graduate
evening programs write to:

Dr. Steven Sylvester
Graduate Studies Office
Stevens Institute of Technology
Castle Point Station
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
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UPPER NONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY 07043

W M S C -F M

G eneral Membership
m eeting

Wed., Dec. 10 , 4:30PM
C afeteria C
IMPORTANT
fo r «U members to
ATTEND

WE HAVE

C L IF F S *
NOTES
Cliffs Notes answer your
questions about literature
as you study and review.
More than 200 titles
available for novels, plays
and poems — see our
Cliffs Notes display:
Debbie's Everything
341 Montclair Ave.
Newark (NJ 07104)
483-9656
Open Sunday

THE SUHLET
LETTER
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T w o Springsteen
tickets for Dec. 18 in exchange
for tw o Dec. 19. Call Bill at
6 6 7 -3 4 19 anytime before 10

WANTED:

SA N TA 'S C O M IN G : Have your
picture taken with Santa in the
Student Center lobby, Dec. 8-12
from 10am-2pm. Don’t forget,
he’ll be watching!
ATTENTION: Do you have
typing that needs to be done? Fast
and accurate service, SI per page.
Call 595-6131.
TYPING: Need typing done?
Reports, term papers, or anything
else. For details call Kathv at 7733261 or 462-2419.

Dr. Tom loves
w a t c h i n g S . R . and I . S .
demonstrate S-R techniques!
PERSONAL: To the cat: I had to
leave. You were losing your
hands. The catwoman.
PERSONAL: Phil: Is that what
women want? T he kitchen crew.
PERSONAL: M.A.D.. Where
were you when mother came
home? T he kitchen crew.
PERSONAL: Mooseman—Just
moosing about you and some very
pleasant moosemorics came to
moosemind—Moosdady
PERSONAL: Bubba—Thanks for
the use of the car for the week. I
really appreciate it. Mark
PERSONAL:

PERSONAL: Maria Shechan-I
didn’t know you were here.
How’s life? From your former
next door neighbor (who’s here
too).
PERSONAL: Harold, you finally
broke down and spent some
money for Christmas decorations
in the Rat. What next? Is the world
going to end?
PERSONAL: To the guy with
the black leather jacket and the Star
of David: I’m intrigued. If you’re
interested, name a date, place, and
time and we’ll get together an'd
compare stars. Use these ads.
PERSONAL: Moosic: I love you
anyways. Woof woof.

The Brothers and Sisters of
the IOTA RHO Chapter of
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
MOURN THE PASSING
OF THEIR LOVING
TEACHER, ADVISOR &
FRIEND

PERSONAL: Dr. I om jusr loves
T.S. & S.R .’s demonstration of
stimulus response techniques
during Psych II.
ENTERTAINMENT: Belchords
completely versatile dinner and
dance music for all occasions. (Tall
997-1 775 or 946-9414.
WANTED:
Cashiers, ushers,
concessions clerks. Part-time;
weekends and nights a must.
Apply in person: Essex Green
Cinema, Prospect Ave., West
Orange.
LECTURE: Phi Chi Theta invites
all students to attend a lecture by a
Price Waterhouse Senior Auditor
Dec. 9, at 7:30 pm in Ballroom C.
PERSONAL: Chris, thanks for
being so special and making me

Shampoo,Precision CutDIow Dry

$10 special
Bring rhis coupon
for a ger acquainred | T
appointm ent necessary

W ED. ONLY

AUTO INSURANCE
FOR Y0UN0 MENU!
We are looking to insure male operators
between the age of 10 and 23 with one of
the LEADING INSURANCE COMPANIES
IN THE U.S.
Coverage will be placed directly with the
company and not the assigned risk, which
means far superior service than the as
signed risk companies-with features such
as the following.. . .

November 2 4 , 1 9 8 0

1. Up to $1,000,006.00 Liability.
2. Towing and labor available
i
3. Comprehensive available...
with no deductible
4. Your driving record does not
have to be perfect.
5. Safe Driver Discount
6. Good Student Discount (Apprx. 20%)
7. Driver’s Ed. Discount

BRRRH Get out of the Cold and into:

B o b m tn g
S tre e t

T h e areas Finest in True

W A R M Atmosphere

If your agent has placed you in the as
signed risk plan, let our agency take you
out to service you better.

F e a tu r in g t h e BEST in E le c t r o n ic G a m es,
G ian t T. V. S cr e e n , B illa r d s R o o m ,
2 BARS es) J u k e T u n es !!

FOR A RATE CALL...
MICHAEL F. IACANGELO & CO., INC.|

Super SPECIAL In fla tio n Fighting N ites
Mon. Nite
FOOTBALL
Giant T.V. Screen
3 dogs for a buck
"Pushcart Style"

H*

phone 746-5557
___
204 Bellevue Ave. Upper Mrcir.Cbehind Carvel)

Professor
Jack Mac Donald
flfcfcD

smile! 1-4-3! Me.
FOR SALE: Quarter horse for
sale, excellent for showing. Has
done very well in quarter horse
shows and all around shows.
English and Western. S3500. Call
Leslie 347-6952 or 746-7834
FOR SALE: 1973 Buick La Saber
Custom ps,pb,ac and more. 2 door
hard top, regular gas, high miles
but tip top shape. Asking $1250,
call 696-1153.
FOR SALE: Brown and white
female Lhaso Apso (with papers)
about 1 year old, asking a 150 if
interested. Call 744-0650.
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevy Impala.
It runs and runs, $400. Call 7312152.

751-2900
or STOP IN OUR OFFICE
at 73 NEWARK AVE., BELLEVILLE, N.J.

Tues. Nite
Wed. Nite
Clams on a 1/2 Shell
LADIES NIGHT
$2 a Doz.
Suck urn' down
.75$ most drinks
ALL NITE
till they're gone.

. WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THIS AREA FOR 25 YEARS •

Women’s Choice

Now REAL PIZZA - by the slice

ANEW
Reproductive Health
Center Designed
for Women

NO COVER — NO MINIMUM
*Your HOSTS eP PARTY PERSONS
Tony, Nicky, Elaine et) Tom*

FREE pregnancy tests
FREE counseling
ABORTION by board
certified gynecologists

Party Room & Catering A vailable
15 H owe A ve. Passaic, NI
In the Northeast Capital of Rock
471-9462

2 mins, from the Capitol Theatre in the downtown
business district, fust off Main Ave.
Behind the Tallest bank building.

O n e Low F ee • Strictly Confidential

OPEN 7 NITES
7pm till 2:30 am

489-2266
10 Zabriskte Street. Hackensack
e A *vC* <

ft

BOOKSTORE

STEKED s n n iv

jj The season
:• for books •••

i >PH
ITD SHLÍ1il SFEBIF1IISTS
CREDIT CARD S I Z E :
ULTRA SLIM
SATE OVER 66%

/ A metaphorical fugue on the mind and machines
* a la Lewis Carroll.

JENSEN
SANYO i Clarion

J

” Hum or
i Garfield At I arge. Davis.

•••* »11.75

CASSETTE PK-840A
S A V E -»20.00

SO U N D U S O U T

TOUR CHOICE
'COMPONENT SEPAR ATE S

»49.95

FT 1670

‘ most wonderful scifi story ever.
K ALSO, JUST ARRIVED
fJSUNGEONS AND DRAGONS EXPERT SET!!!
AVGygax. This newly issue “expert set” is must for
ju every fan of D and D.

Seniors Interested
in a Career in
Library or
Information Science
The Palmer Graduate Library School of C.W. Post
Center offers an American Library Association accre
dited Master’s program with specialization in such
areas as:

information science; health science; business
librarianship; public, college, school and special
librarianship
You can enter as a full or part-time student in the
spring semester beginning January 1981.

WAS $ 4 4 0 .0 0

MODEL P E 6 24 A
IN D A S H AM/FM 8 TRACK
$ 8 9 .9 5

C X -2 1

CASSETTE DECK

C V -2 1

POWER AMP

AUTO R E VE R SE ,D O LB Y,
4 0 W A T TS , B A SS /TR E B LE ,
W IL L A I S 0 A M P L IF Y
PRESENT CAR S TE R E O !
PRO SOUND FOR THE CAR

MODEL PE559A
IN D A S H AM/FM CASSETTE
BASS BOOST, FADER

NOW $ 1 9 5 .0 0

&

_sale

8-TRACK F E - 45OA

$ 6 4 .9 5

LED READ O UT,CLO C K,
SCANNER W/ REMOTE,
10 PRE S E E , B I AM P,
29 W A T E

f't Number of the Beast Heinlein. The wickedest,

WAS i

»23.50

UHDER DASH SALE

FOR DOMESTIC CARS

Science Fiction

DOUBLE THE
OUTPUT OF
YOUR CAR
STEREO

6 x*9

FTC 2
AM/FM c a s s e t t e
IND ASH

$ 1 2 4 .9 5

A sort of love story.

©Clarion
P nw fir Dnuhta
Power
Doubler

G

FTC 8
AUTO R E V E R S E ,A IB S
B A S S /T R E B LE , FADER
F IT S C IT A T IO N TOO

^ Fiction
/ Still Life with Woodpecker. Robbins.

» « C D « H E [ fi

«SDG B c a r s o (EO ) I

©GDÆ GDEM

FOR FO REIG N CARS

f The superstar of comics, fifteen
fifteei pounds of feline
y philosophy.

/ / aya-ft-w1

Tv

■DOODIJDQ I

»10.95

Sociology
Godel Eshcer Bach: An Eternal Golden?
„ Braid. Hofstadter

-

L IS T

$ 2 8 0 .0 0

SALE $ 1 2 9 .9 5
ONLY 4 SETS

$ 1 2 4 .9 5

LEFT

BUY NOW AND SAVE
M K K D,fi\G¡D@
C A M P U S REP

mm

razano,

CAR STE REOS- SPE A K E R S - C B / S - A N T E N N A S - A L A R M S
RAOAR

DE T E C TORS - EXPERT

INSTALLATION

AVAI L A B L E

ALPI NE SANYO PI ONEER BECKER PANASONI C CLARION
A UDI OBAHN BLAUPUNKT MI T S U B I S H I JENSEN GRUNDIG
H I R S C H M A N N HARAOA COBRA G ENER AL PAGE ALERT
FOX FUZZBUST ER WH I ST L ER MUCH MORE! '

Monday, December
One Day Only
UNITED PARCELSERVICE
tSaddlebrook I
10:00 am to 3:00 pm
Accepting Applications
for P/T Loading/Unloading,

Meet the Dean
and Faculty
at a Wine and
Cheese Reception
at the C.W. Post Graduate Center,
Dominican College (Rosary Hall),
Orangeburg, N.Y.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 8 (6-8 p.m.)

For further information, call Mr. John DeNicolo,
Mid-Hudson Coordinator, Dominican College: (914) 359-7200
or call the Dean’s office: (516) 299-2855-6

PALMER GRADUATE LIBRARY SCHOOL

Career Services — Life Hall
$5.80/hr to $9.68/hr

LO N G IS L A N D U N IV E R S IT Y

c.wpost center
A GREENVALE, NEW

YORK

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution

1 15 48

FULL BENEFITS

\
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T'was the night before
by Timm M cM ahon
In keeping with the Christmas spirit, here is a poem set to the class “T ’was the Night Before Christmas, “h
encapsulates what proved to be a roller coaster season for the football Indians.
T ’was the night before the season opener
And throughout the football team
Existed the belief
That they would achieve their dream
O f a third conference title, playoffs, then a bowl.
It surely seemed as though the Tribe would roll.
The opponents on the schedule were selected with care
In the hopes their competition would be laissez faire.
But here I ask, how can a team hope to be the best in
their division.
When their schedule is in need of complete revision.
“T o be the best, you must play the best.”
The players were tucked away, all snug in their beds (?)
With visions o f upcoming glories highstepping through
their heads.
But all those hopes and dreams were dealt a severe blow
When the Iceman couldn’t connect at Wagner, with his
all-American toe.
The Tribe regrouped and won the next six; they were hotter
than a toaster
Although the manner in which they won some games resembled
a roller coaster.
Then came the showdown with Trenton State College.
It seemed common knowledge—
That the Tribe would win the title and reign supreme
But they played uninspired
And lost 26 to 13

G i a n t s ' Bo M a t h e w s
scrambles for a short gain
during last Sunday's 23-10
loss to St. Louis.

Giants
toppled

T w o anticlimatic victories brought the record to 8-2,
T hey had not achieved what they set out to do.
But all o f them perserved and held their heads high,
Although several felt as though they would cry.

SKI WEEK IN QUEBEC

No more rides on the magic carpet;
F or 24 seniors, it was the last waltz.
T he season for them came to an unexpected halt
But to those underclassmen who still remain in this era,
Think not what has been done.
Rather, what lies ahead as you start a new one.

Mt. SteAnne, Quebec
To & From Transportation
6 Nights Lodging
5 D ay Lift Ticket, 3 Full Meals a Day
(except Fri. Dinner), all tips & tax
PLU S EXTRAS!

$259.00
Trip Dates: Dec. 28, 1980 — Jan 4., 1981

IM highlights

Call Rosalyn: 893-4702

Geeks wrap it up

Winter Recess
January 4 - 9
★ ★ ★
January 11 -1 6

by Bo Ritz
T h e p la y o ffs fo r the
basketball league started this
week with three spots still
r<>
be
determined. I he
top tv\ o teams in each division
and two wildcards make up the
eight team playoffs.

strathm....*65

Five Days - Lifts ••• .................

T h e C o a c h e s , O l li e ’ s
Rejects, and W U TPSB won
their respective divisionstohold
the top three seats. CNS and
Co. and the T-Boners also
assured themselves spots by

— Special Savings —
All Inclusive Ski Instruction Packages
Lifts ★ Lessons * Lodging
M e a ls * Parties * T a x e s ★ G ra tu itie s

The Delta Chapter o f Phi
Epsilon Kappa Fraternity, a
f r a t e r n i t y fo r P h y s ic a l
Education,

Alpine International

*■

‘

r~t " A * * 'A * * 14 W A * *.* » • * . * * * » '* ' I

health

and

recreation majors, is sponsor
ing a jump-rope-a-thon on
I nur. Dec. 11 from 8 pm - 1 1
pm in Panzer G ym .
The format for this jumprope-a-thon is as follows:
Teams o f six will jump rope

Dept. 158
E. Glastonbury, CT 06025
.Tel. (203)6334455 (eves.)

‘

fight o ff the Oldtimers and
Brian’s Bunch to clinch the
title . Jo h n D w o rak and
Cynthia Jancz finished the year
with all o f the high averages in
their possession.
After the basketball playoffs,
SILC is finished with its fall
sch ed u lin g . L eagues and
special events will continue
next semester, starting with
w o m e n ’ s b a s k e tb a ll in
F e b ru a ry .
F o r m o re
information call SILC ext.
5245

Jump-A-Thon for heart

Ski Weeks and Ski Instruction Programs
For Information and Reservations
Write or Telephone
Ted Johnson

» 'A '* A A * *

finishing second.
There are five teams still
vying for the final three
openings. The teams in the
running are High Voltage,
Pen I ,il Indians, Yummudders,
/. Escape Velocity,and Baro.
The finals will be held Mon.,
Dec. 8, at 8 pm in Panzer Gym .
The fall bowling league
ended last week with the Geeks
holding off two other teams to
win the championship. The
Geeks went into the final week
o f play in first place and had to

- -.»• .

..

over a three hour period with
team members alternating with
one another throughout the
three hours. Before the event
those participating must solicit
pledges for each m inute
jumped by his or herteam. The
money collected for the event
will go to the American Heart
Association.
Warmup suits are available

for members o f the team which
rai'-cs rhonost money in excess
of 8200, and T-shirts for any
jumper who raises 820 or
more.
If your group is interested in
forming one or more teams,
please contact the physical
education department (ext.
5253) by Fri., Dec. 5.
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Boston to resign from coaching
by Paul Huegel
M SC ’s football team will be
looking for a new defensive
coordinator come next fall.
At the moment
it is
u n o f f i c i a l, b u t p re s e n t
d e fe n s iv e c o o rd in a to r
McKinley Boston stated last
week that he is 99.9 percent
sure that he will resign
sometime before next season.
“ I’ve been working on my
doctorate (in recreation) since
197?. and I just need more time
to work on it,” Boston said.
“It’s next to impossible to take
classes due to football. Being a
coach is a seven day a week
operation that demands a total
commit inent,” he added.
Boston doesn’t plan to leave
M SC and will maintain his
d u tie s as th e c o lle g e ’ s
intramural supervisor. On the
completion o f his doctorate,
however, Boston has stated
that he will need time to
reevaluate things.
The eight year veteran of the
Indians’ football staff has had
numerous coaching offers in
the past three years, but opted
to stay at MSC.
“ I’ve had offers from schools
in the Ivy League, the Big 8,
Rutgers, and several predo
minantly Black colleges,” he
stated. “ I turned them all
down, however, becauseofmy
distastes in recruiting at the
major college level. I find the
cheating and other negative
parts of it distasteful,” Boston
explained.
1 he 35-year-old defensive
master feels that his leaving will
give one of the younger
coaches an opportunity to gain
valuable experience. “O ver the
years, I’ve depended on the
other coaches for preparation

and game plans, and I’ve
actively solicited their input,”
Boston said. “The biggest
difference next year will be in
game coaching. A lot o f that is
gut instinct, unlike game
preparation,” he noted.
A fo rm er p ro fe ssio n a l
linebacker in botn the National
Football League/NFL (New
York Giants ¡9 6 8 -7 0 ) and the
Canadian Football League
(British Columbia Lions 19712), Boston graduated from the
University of Minnesota in
1968 with a BS in recreation.
He’s currently pursuing a
doctorate in that area, with a
concentration in inner city
problems.
Boston hopes to develop
e x p e r t is e in p r o v i d in g
recreational needs for an urban
s o c ie ty . T h e social and
physical problems that exist in
urban areas provide for a
special insight and sensitivity
to solving the recreation needs.
“ I’d like to see the inner city
become a better place to live
from a recreational perspec
tive,” he said.
Active in Newark, NJ ,
Jersey C ity, NJ, and Patterson,
NT the ambitious Boston has
sp o n so red tw o rem edial
education camping programs
for inner city youngsters as
well as being a part o f several
federal programs aimed at
providing recreation for inner
city kids.
()n the gridiron, the 6 foot 2
inch, 2 4 0 p ou n d coach
instructed his players in the
fundamentals of the game. “If
you know the fundamentals,
you never have to design a
defense from week to week,”
he explained. “You always
have a gameplan. You don’t

have to try to outtrick your
opponent. You just do the same
things week in and week out,”
he added.
“ We just taught our players
what to expect. We worked on
little things like angles and
reading the head. I lie more
you have to think, the less time
you have to react,” Boston
said. “We try to make the game
as much ‘fun’ as possible. We
try not to burden our players
with a lot of mental jobs,” he
added.
Since Boston’s been at MSC,
they have used the “Oklahoma
5 -2 ” on defense. “We ran some
form o f this all the rime. There
was never any secret what the
opposition would see; no
fooling, no trickery,” he
recalled. “ In fact, we had our
least amount o f success when
we strayed away from the 52,” he added.
During his eight years as a
coach, Boston contributed to a
55-24-1 record. This season,
the Tribe recorded an 8-2
mark.
“ I t ’ s d if fic u lt to be
disappointed with an 8-2
season but....” the coach
remarked. “ I think we were
looking toward the postseason
before the regular season ever
started. We were looking
beyond Wagner in the opener
and they beat us (1 2 -1 0 ),”
Boston explained. “Against
Trenton (M SC ’s other loss)
we just played poorly on both
offense and defense. Out o f 10
games, it’s expected that you’re
going to have one bad one; that
was it,” he noted.
“We have nothing to be
ashamed of. Our kids showed a
lot o f character,” Boston
added. “ I’m proud that they

didn’t quit in our last two
games,” he said.
The most difficult thing for
Boston to do as a coach has
been to hide his emotions,
especially when it comes to
referees. “I don’t like the
power the officials have, but
I’ve learned to live with it,” the
vociferous coach commented.
“ They arc needed in the game,
but their judgment is such a
key. The kids work too hard
and one bad call can blow it
all,” he noted.
On the pro level, Boston
found the referees to be
competent. “ They wouldn’t be
there if they, weren’t,” he said.

fundamentals well. 1 his allows
him to do things that can’t be
coached,” he added.
The coach also cited Mills’
consistency on the field, noting
his record setting 501 tackles in
four years at MSC.
When asked to compare
himself to Mills, the former pro
found several similarities. “He
has an outstanding desire for
the game and a will to work
hard. He also has a good
intellect for the game. He
understands the total picture—
he knows what the players
around him are doing—not just
his position,” the coach noted.

"It's difficult to be disappointed
with an 8-2 season but..."
Boston
—

In college (division III),
however, he has found that the
level o f competence to be subpar. He pointed out this
season’s 28-13 defeat o f Kean
College as a prime example.
“ They gave out over 300
yards in penalties; it was the
worst officiating I’ve seen,”
Boston said. “ I don’t know
w hy, but they just saw what
wasn’t there.
There were
‘questionable’ calls for both
sides,” he added.
The best player Boston has
had the pleasure o f coaching is
senior linebacker Sam Mills.
“ I think Sam
athlete ever at
remarked. “He
instinct for the
obviously was

is the best
M SC ,” he
just has an
game. He
taught the

As to .Mills’ chances o f
playing professionally, Boston
stated, “He may have ach an et
ui Canada, but his height (5 feet
10 inches) will keep him out of
the N FL.”
“When a player from a
division 111 school turns pro,
it’s the exception, not the
norm,” he noted. “ There arelimitations on the people we
get. They’re good high school
players, but either they’re fast
bur small, or big but have no
hands. There’s always oneingredient missing. That’s the
diffcrence between division III
and division I,” he added.
“ If Mills wasn’t 5 foot 10
inches, he wouldn’t bear MSC.
The major colleges, however,
won’t take the gamble,” fitcon cl tided.

P h o to s

bv Paul Huegel

Coach Boston will miss
coaching such stellar
athletes as all American
linebacker Sam Mills(left).
He w ill not miss the
referees, however(below).

MSC defensive coordinator
McKinley Boston(left) plans
to resign before the
beinning of next season.
Boston hopes to obtain his
doctorate in recreation.
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Indians impressive
in opener, 92-78
by Jim Coriddi
Leaning back in his chair,
M SC basketball coach Ollie
Gelston pondered over his
team’s destiny in the upcoming
season.
Gelston cited the return of
eight letter men from last year’s
squad, which posted a 9-12 log
(5-5 in N JSCAC play).

photo by Paul Huegel

He sp ok e o f the v e ry
dem anding n o n co n feren ce
games, the need for his team to
“play together as a unit,” and
also of the bench strengrh that
was lacking a year ago. In
summary, the coach feels
optimis tic.
“Wc will make a
genuine run at the conference
championship,” Gelston said.
The New Jersey State
College Athletic Conference/
N JSC A C is comprised of eight
teams—four o f which qualify
for the postseason tournament.
The winner of the playoffs
receives an automatic bid to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association/NCAA tourney.
Led by senior cocaprains Jeff
Johnson and Fred Hill, the
Indians will go with an
experience ladden starting five
which also includes senior Pete
G lacy, and juniors Brian
Indians' Ed Riche drives to the hoop en route to leading MSC O ’Connell and Ed Riche.

Johnson, a first team all
conference selection last year,
will lead the scoring attack.
I he center from Passaic will be
joined on the front line by
R ich e, second team a ll
conference . and Glacy. The
backcourt is com petently
managed by Hill (honorable
m en tio n a ll-c o n fe r e n c e \
O ’Connell, and Kevin Barry.

lead at the half.
The team played in spurts,
performing well for periods o f
time and poorly for others.
ESSC took advantage o f an
M SC lapse at the beginning of
the second half, closing the gap
to tw o points, 59-57. But the
Indians regrouped, reeling o ff
eight straight points to take

"We
willmake a
genuine run at the
conference champ
ionship. "--Gelston
I he Indians opened their
1980-81 season in fine fashion,
registering a 92-78 victory
over East Stroudsburg State
College/ESSC last Saturday
night in Panzer G ym .
Johnson and Riche combin
ed for 61 points to spearhead
the Indians’ attack. The high
scorers each tallied 15 points as
M SC jumped our to a 46-33

command for good, 67-57.
O'Connor poured in 17
points and Glacy added eight
as M SC handed the Warriors
its first loss in tw o decisions.
The visitors received a 20
point performance from Don
Bones and a pair o f 14 point
games from George Fields and
Dave Lutz.

past ESSC in their opener last Saturday night.

Strellner predicts third

Matmen improved but drop first
The ’70’s provided much
excitement and glamour for the
MSC wrestling team.and, as we
enter the ’8 0 ’s, Indians’ head
coach Steve Strellner speculates
that the new decade promises
to reveal another display of
power on the MSC mat.
A rt Sopelsa, John Antosiewicz, Rodney Smith, and
Chuck Brondcr are the four allAmericans who will provide
the nucleus o f the team. The
return o f lettermen Marc
Malcck, Bob Stavridcs, and
Dave Drozjock, in addition to
“red shirrs” Wayne Mills, Bob
Penotti, and Vinic Russo, will
b u ild a fo u n d a t io n o f
experience on which MSC will
build its future.
“ I have high expectations for
th e u p c o m in g s e a s o n ,”
Strellner said. “ I feel that our
team should finish in the top
five in division III. This year I
also have a great deal of
confidence in my heavy
weight, Sopelsa, and I have no
doubt that nc can be an N C A A
division III champion,” he
added.
Strellner applauds cocaptain
Sopelsa, who is a tw o timethird place finisher in division
III and who is looking stronger
and to u g h e r than ever.
Antosicwicz is the other senior
cocaptain, who dropped from

1 77 to 167 last year to gain allAmerican honors, as did junior
126 pounder Smith. Bronder
wrestled hurt through most o f
last year, but is a powerhouse at
190 pounds. He finished third
in division III during his
freshman year.
The return o f Mills at 118
pounds could provide the
impetus that the ream lacked all
o f last year. Coming from a
family o f talented matmen, the
brother o f Syracuse Univer
sity's N C A A champion Gene
Mills, was 22-5 as a freshman,
two years ago. Penotti (134
pounds) and Russo (14 2 -5 0
pounds) are scrappy wrestlers
who can help fill the gaps
where the Indians were weak in
1979-80.
The top freshmen grapplers
coming into the program this
year arc l orn Masicllo (1 18 26 pounds.from Emerson High
School), Dan DaCunto (142
pounds.from Ridgewood High
School), and Ed Allemand
(142 pounds from Oak Ridge
Hijjh School). Steve Hannigan
(l.iS pounds, from Clifton
High School) is a sophomoretransfer student from Rider
College who will also provide
more depth on this year’s
squad.
Strelln er also believes that
the tough schedule w hich his

team must wrestle this year will
p ro v id e th e co m p etitio n
needed to prepare them for the
a ll im p o r ta n t N a tio n a l
Tournament at the season s
end. The Indians open up
against perennial pow ers
Princeton University and East
Stroudsburg State College,
before engaging in four big
tournam ents through the
season—Coast Guard Aca
demy, Lock Haven “ MatT ow n . U S A ,” University of
Delaware, and the Metropoli
tan Championships. The most
critical dual meet o f the season
will be on Wed., Jan. 28, 1981
at Trenton State College 7
ISC .
A ssista n t coaches K en
Mallory and Rich Numa agree
with the second year coach that
the team should finish in the
top five in the nation (division
111), and Strellner goes as far as
saying that his team should
finish third, behind Brockport
University and I SC'.
U n d ou b ted ly, a w inning
season is in the forecast for
M SC’s matmen, and as the
team prepares for the ’8()’s,
perhaps the glory o f M SC ’s
1976 N C A A division III
National Championship or the
wonder o f Ken Mallory's 1978
N C A A division I National
Title can repeat themselves.

by Mike Ritz
The MSC wrestling team opened its 1980-81 season with
a 36-12 loss at the hands of the Warriors o f East
Stroudsburg State College/ESSC. The Indians werepart of
a quadrangular meet which was held at Princeton
University/Princeton last week. The two other teams
participating were Allegheny University and host team
Princeton.
The final score really does not tell the entire story o f the
match. The Indians are faced with the same problem they
encountered last season—forfeits. T hey must yield 12
points to the opponent before the match even starts. It’s hard
enough trying to beat a good ESSC team with a full squad,
but when you spot them a 12 point lead, it is increasingly
difficult.
ESSC started o ff quick, rolling up 18 points in the first
three matches before the Indians could get their first points.
A t 118 pounds, Mark Maleck was forced to default to Vince
Desiderio after he sustained an injury early on in the match.
T om luskus won at 126 pounds by forfeit. A t 134 pounds,
Bob Brophy pinned Stan Alcolaat 1:22 o f the second period
to give ESSC an 18-0 lead.
The Indians got their first points when Dan DaCunto
(142 pounds) pinned Bruce Bates at 1:24 o f the second
period. Dave iJroziock o f M SC followed Da Cunto’s win
with a victory o f his own at 150 pounds. Drozjock
decisioned Scott Carr 11-6. ESSC took total control o f the
match from this point, leading 18-9.
ESSC won the next four matches, starting with Dan
Woolever at 158 pounds. He pinned Augie Lorio at 1:11 of
the second period. Scott Bucher followed with a 10-4
decision over John Antosiewicz at 167 pounds. A t 177
iounds Daren Keen decisioned Rich Timm, 7-4, in a hard
ought contest. The match seesawed back and forth until
Keen took the final advantage. Stu Kohn ended the string of
ESSC wins with a forfeit.
The Indians ended the day on a high note with a win at
i he unlimited weight class. A n Sopelsa decisioned Ron
Bock, 6-3, to endthematch, leavingtnefinal scoreat 36-12.

f
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Squaws take Dial Classic
M V P Ross spurs 6 8 -6 2 victory
by Ann M arie M iskewicz
T he M SC w o m e n ’s
basketball team successfully
defended their title in the
second annual Dial Classic by
d e f e a t i n g t he V i l l a n o v a
University/Villanova 68-62
in an exciting come from
behind victory last Sunday in
Panzer G ym .
For the first three quarters of
the game it looked like
Villanova’s four point lead
would be enough to upset the
Squaws, but M SC battled back
with 7:36 remaining in the
ime, when senior captain Pat
ixter hit a jumper from the
center o f the key to knot the
game at 49-49.
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Tournament most valuable
player/M VP Sharon Ross
added a jumper from the left
side of the key to give M SC the
lead for the first time at 51-49.
With about one minute left in
the game and MSC leading 6362, a Villanova player fouled
sophomore forward Marqueri-

v

te Dempsey on an attempted
steal. D espite the an gry
reaction o f the Villanova fans
to the call, Dempsey calmly
sank the tw o foul shots, giving
M SC a 64-62 lead. Debbie
O ’Brien and Tracey Brown
were both intentionally fouled
as time dwindled down, and
both players converted their
foul snots to give M SC a 68-62
victory.
The first half o f the game
saw both teams exchanging
baskets with Villanova coming
out on top with a 34-31
halftime lead. Even though
M SC outrebounded Villanova
4 0 -3 1, the Squaws were
having trouble pulling down
rebounds and holding onto the
ball. Many times they weren’t
b o x i n g o u t, g i v i n g the
Wildcats tw o or three shots at
the basket.
The Squaws also looked a
little uncertain running some of
their plays on offense in the
first naif. A few times the
players were bunching
together, causing the passes

jpaBt'

from the guards to go through
their hands or over their heads.
The girls finally settled down
in the second half and showed
the type o f ball they are capable
o f playing.
Tournament M V P Ross, a 5
foot 8 inch sophomore from
Bayonne, turned in an excellent
erformance with 23 points,
itting 11 for 17 from tne field
and one o f tw o from the line.
Her backcourt partner Brown
was second with 18 points
followed by O ’Brien with 10.

E

MSC defeated the Universi
ty ofW yom ing/W yom ing 8647, in opening round action o f
the classic on Saturday. Brown
was the leading scorer for the
Squaws with 33 points. The

University o f Pitts
burgh took the consolation
game on Sunday, downing
W yom ing’s in overtime, 7976.
The Dial Classic began at
M SC last year with M SC
defeating the University o f
Minnesota 7 4-6 0. The
tournament is part o f five other
Dial Classics hosted by other
schools throughout the nation.
According to Dial Soap, the
tournament is used to promote
women’s collegiate basketball
in NJ and across the country.
Members of the participating
teams received shirts, and the
members o f the all-tournament
team received jackets. T hey
were Ross and Brown o f MSC,
Lisa Or t l i p and Na n c y
Bernhardt o f Villanova, and
Debbie Lewis o f Pittsburgh.
Last year's all-tournament
team also included tw o MSC
players—Brown and Peggy
Rooney. Brown was also voted
the ’79 elassic’s MVP.

After Saturday’s 33 point
erformance, it looked as if
rown was on her way to a
second M V P award. Ross,
however, stormed her w ay into
the spotlight with her clutch,
no-miss shooting in the final.
M SC (2-0)
Fixter 4-0-8, O ’Brien 4 -2 -10 ,
Dempsey 2-3-7, Ross 11- 123, Brown 8-2 -18 , Long 0-22, Sivolella 0-0-0, Klak 0-0-0.
Villanova (1-1)
Gibson 0-0-0, Vanderslice 21-5, Ortlip 10-0-20, Beisel 15-7, Bernhardt 9- 1 - 19, Hizny
1-0-2, Burke 3-1-7, Burton l-

0- 2 . .
Late Breaking Score:
M SC defeated Monmouth
College 66-64 Tuesday night
in Panzer G ym . Tracey
Brown scored 19 points,
followed by Sharon Ross with
14. The Squaws’ record now
stands at 3-0, with their next
ame on Tue., Dec. 9 against
airleigh Dickinson Universi
ty at 8 pm in Panzer Gym .
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Debbie O'Brien
saves ball during
S q u a w s '_____
_
MSC's 68-62 victroy over Villanova last
Sunday.

Captain Pat Fixter drives past two Wildcat
defenders for two of her eight points during
Sunday's finals.

